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Foreword
Since the early 2000’s, Oregon has continued to “Oregon-ize” the core curriculum developed by the National 
Institute for Driver Behavior and its founder, Professor Frederik R. Mottola. With every iteration, we have 
continued to build upon this solid foundation and make this curriculum uniquely Oregon’s. This Playbook® is 
another revision of the state-approved curriculum guide that provides an exciting new interface for teachers and 
students. This book will be enjoyable for the instructor to use, as well as engaging for the student to experience.

It is ODOT’s pleasure to support Oregon teachers and students by providing this Playbook® and the supporting 
resources. This interface blends 3D animations, real-world videos, interactive presentations, and engaging 
student activities; all accessible through the Instructor DVD ROM. The student page is projected on the screen, 
and through interactive discussion and activities, students learn and practice what it takes to become a safe teen 
driver. The back of the book contains additional lessons, called “Power Packs”, which help customize the content 
for schools.

Instructors will appreciate the way the Playbook® supports their teaching styles and gives them instant access 
to student-centered activities. Teachers who embrace the resources provided in this new interface will find 
increased opportunity for student engagement and better learning outcomes. 

Students should read the lesson prior to each class session to maximize their learning potential. Prepare to 
experience and enjoy driver education the way your parents NEVER did!

A very special thanks to the Western Oregon University (WOU) Trainers of Trainers Curriculum Revision Team 
for their countless contributions to the Playbook® and its digital counterpart. Clearly, you are dedicated Traffic 
Safety Education professionals, and, as it turns out, a talented group of artists, writers, editors, videographers, 
sound engineers, script writers, photographers, producers, narrators and more: Angela Hendrickson - WOU DEP 
Program Manager, Elizabeth Taylor - Curriculum Manager and Project Director, Rich Hanson, Dominique Kuzmaak, 
Judy Ode, Sharon Rothacker, Josh Szurszewski, Beth Bjork, Andrew Crites, Jon Congdon, Lois Lents, Kathy Levine, 
Leigh Pingle, Jerry Tucker, and Sheryl Vanderwalker. Your fierce dedication to excellence is the engine behind this 
interface. For all the teachers and students who will benefit from its contents, I sincerely thank you. 

It is with great joy that I introduce the 2013 Oregon Risk Prevention Curriculum Playbook.® I encourage you to 
discover the value it will provide to you and your students. Happy teaching and learning! 

William A. Warner, Manager

Transportation Safety Division, Driver Education Program 
Oregon Department of Transportation

Note: Certain pages in this playbook were written with a reliance on work contributed by and permission 
granted by Frederik R. Mottola, as cited in footnotes. Zone Control is the property of Frederik R. Mottola. Written 
permission for adaptation must be obtained by contacting Western Oregon University and Frederik R. Mottola.
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trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 0 Parent Orientation

Parent Orientation

Welcome!
Before turning over the keys to your teen, 
there are several things you’ll need to do to 
ensure they have the most effective driver 
education experience possible. 

First, be sure you and your teen are familiar 
with the requirements of your driver 
education course. Contact the program 
coordinator or instructor if you have 
questions or concerns of any kind. 

It’s About Life, Not a License
Second, novice driver inexperience, distractions, excessive speed, low use of safety 
belts, use of alcohol and drugs, a natural attraction to risk, and teens’ “it won’t 
happen to me” attitude contribute to high teen crash rates. The area of the brain that 
regulates judgment and reasoning isn’t fully developed until age 25; teens are far 
more likely to underestimate dangerous situations. 

Partners in Learning
Third, you are the strongest influence on 
the way your teen drives. To build lifelong 
success, cooperation between formal 
training and your family is necessary. 
Students need to be ready to learn and 
participate fully. They need great role 
models and guided practice over an 
extended period of time. There’s a lot to 
learn and re-learn. Our mutual goal is to 
help students develop space management 
habits that will last them a lifetime. 

Driving Styles by Design
Finally, a low-risk style of driving can’t 
be caught, it must be taught. There are a 
variety of new laws, terms, and techniques 
you need to be aware of - too many to 
cover in one meeting, but we have time to 
go over a few now. This classroom playbook 
and other resources you’ve been provided 
will come in handy later. 

Let’s see what’s new…

Cooperative teamwork and active partnerships between instructors, students, 
and loved ones enables teens to develop lifelong low-risk driving habits.

0 Parent Orientation

For this chapter 
and lesson you 
will need:

Ch 0 Overview and Notes 
Ch 0 Lesson Plan, Activities
Attendance Contract 
Parent Sign-in Sheet
Student Sign-in Sheet
Ticket to Concept 1.4

Interactive PPT/Videos:
Dangers & Expectations 
You’ll need speakers.

Students and Parents: 
Use the QR code or link below 
to access valuable resources.

http://www.drugfreeworld.
org/#/interactive

PPT Presentation: 
Resources
Acquaint attendees with 
course materials and 
encourage compliance with 
GDL Laws.

Interactive PPT Activities: 
Mirror Settings, Steering 
Activities, and Reference 
Points

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic

 

http://www.drugfreeworld.org/#/interactive
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Chapter 0 Parent Orientation

Vehicle Placement 
You may have noticed it can be a little disconcerting to sit on the passenger side of a 
vehicle with a teen in the driver seat. The information on this page is designed to give 
you a clearer understanding of two reference points your teen will use to position the 
vehicle on the roadway. Once you know one, it’s pretty easy to learn others.

A Reference Point is a place on the car that you see in relationship to a place on the 
ground, and they work in all types of vehicles. Some of the benefits: they help you 
maneuver in tight spaces, they help you know exactly where the vehicle is located 
within the width of a lane, and they show where the front and rear of the vehicle are.

0 Parent Orientation

minute 
lesson60 Do the right things, and do things right.

It’s not always OK to travel in the center of the lane (Lane Position 1). To provide more 
open space on the left or right side of your vehicle, Lane Positions 2 or 3 are sometimes 
the best low-risk choice. Practice creating space and tracking in the best position.

Right Side Limit = 3-6 inches away from 
bottom of curb

Driver’s View: Center of hood

Passenger’s View: About one foot inside 
the right-front corner of the hood

Passenger’s View: Lane Position 3

Left Side Limit = 3-6 inches away from 
bottom of curb

Driver’s View: About one foot inside the 
left-front corner of the hood

Passenger’s View: Center of hood

Passenger’s View: Lane Position 2

Parents and Mentors:
Five hours of parent or 
guardian guided practice is 
required as part of the class. 
Guided practice is supervised 
performance of specific 
behaviors and maneuvers 
in areas appropriate for the 
skills being performed and the 
ability of the student. Guided 
practice is an extension of 
classroom and in-car lessons. 
Good driving habits are 
developed only if behaviors 
are practiced correctly and 
repeatedly over an extended 
period of time. If it is available, 
use The Partnership for EXPERT 
Driving to guide your teen. 

Student Homework: 
Read Playbook Chapter 1 
Ticket to Concept 1.4

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic

 



 Parent/Teen Driving and Vehicle Use Agreement  

In order to create a safe and successful driving experience, we,  

____________________________________________________________ and ________________________________________, 
       (Names of Parents or Guardians)                                                                     (Name of Teen Driver) 

agree to the following conditions: 

Teen driver will be responsible for the following costs: (write in percentages; cross out any that don’t apply) 

  _____ Cost of vehicle        _____ Vehicle registration 

  _____ Cost of fuel        _____ Maintenance costs 

_____ Damage due to abuse      _____ Insurance costs 

  _____ Fines and penalties       _____ Collision damage                  

  _____ Costs due to driving record      _____  _____________________ ( other) 

 

Teen driver will be responsible for the following regular maintenance: (cross out any that don’t apply) 

  Check fluids each fuel fill      Inspect and check tire pressure every ___________ 

  Report unusual performance    Keep windows clean and clear   

  Keep interior clean      __________________________________________ ( other) 

 

  Teen Driver’s Responsibilities: (initial each section – or cross out any that don’t apply) 

____ I will not let anyone else drive or use the vehicle entrusted to me.  

____ I will not break driving laws.  

____ I will not consume alcohol or illicit drugs, nor will I allow anyone under the influence of such substances into my 
vehicle. 

____ I will make sure everyone in the vehicle is properly belted before putting the vehicle in motion, and stays belted until 
the vehicle is parked.   

____ I will state my destination and time of return prior to using any vehicle. I will notify my parents if I think I will be 
more than ______ minutes late.  

  ____ I will always drive in a manner to protect my life, the lives of my passengers, and everyone else on the road. 

  ____ I understand that failing to meet the above responsibilities can result in a loss of my driving privileges. 
 

Parent or Guardian’s Responsibilities: (initial each section – or cross out any that don’t apply) 

____ I will listen in a respectful manner to explanations or concerns expressed by my teen driver regarding the operation 
of a vehicle or the terms of this contract.  

____ I will serve as a good role model when operating a vehicle and teach good driving skills and habits to my teen driver.  

____ I will be attentive and provide calm, respectful feedback when accompanying my teen driver in a motor vehicle.  

  ____ I understand that failing to meet the above responsibilities will hamper my teen’s ability to learn safe habits. 

 

 



Operator Impairment as a Result of Alcohol and/or other Drug Use  

Teen Driver's Responsibility: 

I will not get into the vehicle of any driver who has been drinking or using any other driver impairing drugs. I 
will seek alternate transportation or I will call you for advice and/or transportation at any hour from any place. I 
have discussed with you and fully understand your feelings regarding underage drinking and the use of illegal 
drugs.  

_____ (Initial)  

 

Parent or Guardian's Responsibility:  

I (We) agree to come and get you at any hour, from any place, with no questions asked and no argument at 
that time. I (we) expect that a discussion of such an incident will follow at a later time.  

Likewise,  I  (we) as your parent or guardian, agree to seek safe, sober transportation.  I  (we) will not drive  if  I 
(we) have been drinking or using any other driver impairing drugs, nor will I (we) ride with anyone who has.  

_____ (Initial) _____ (Initial)  
 

Penalties    

TEEN DRIVER WILL LOSE USE OF THE VEHICLE FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING: 

Preventable crash: ______ days/months   Moving violation: ______ days/months 

Drugs or alcohol: ______ days/months 

   

 

TEENS ARE LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR ACTIONS AS DRIVERS. 

PARENTS AND GUARDIANS, AS VEHICLE OWNERS, ARE LEGALLY LIABLE FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY THEIR TEENS. 

 

Signed on the _____________ day of ___________________, 20______ 

Parent/Guardian: ____________________________________________ 

Parent/Guardian: ____________________________________________ 

Teen Driver:_________________________________________________ 
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Chapter 1 Uniting Driver and Vehicle

1.1 Course Introduction

For this chapter 
you will need:

Course Introduction

“Driving’s no big deal” - right?
Wrong. Every year hundreds of 
thousands of drivers experience 
collisions that change their lives 
forever. Crashing is the leading cause 
of death for young people and the 
second leading cause of accidental 
death for most of our population. A 
crash-free future won’t happen by 
chance, only by “choice.”

How successful is driving by chance?

This is not the “Easy School of Driving.” Success requires replacing some old habits 
with new ones, participation, self-discipline, and most of all, willingness to learn.

Managing Risks in the HTS
Everything we do involves some risk - 
some things more than others. Driving is a 
high-risk activity that most of us do every 
day. People don’t set out to crash their 
cars. They either aren’t aware of present 
dangers or they dismiss them. They don’t 
have all the habits they need to manage 
situations or prevent crashes.

Use the sticky note below as you work through this classroom activity.

Now you know there are trillions of ways 
to get in a crash. Risk is always present; it is 
the accumulation of risk factors that causes 
the trouble.

Drivers need to do everything possible to 
eliminate known risks. Keeping the vehicle 
in good working order, wearing safety belts, 
and never driving impaired is a great start. 
The good habits you’ll develop will help you 
to minimize and manage other risks.

A Lifetime of Crash-Free Driving by Choice
This is your opportunity to learn, practice, and master the Zone Control concepts 
and behaviors that will help you acquire a low-risk driving style and expert driving 
habits. However, your success requires that you make some choices. For example, ask 
yourself: “Should I… Be at every class? Do the homework? Participate? Play to learn? 
Practice to master?”

Mission Statement: Our mission is to help you develop low-risk driving behaviors 
and habits that will lead to a driving future free of close calls and crashes.

Ch 1 Overview and Notes
Ch 1 Lesson Plans, Activities
Ticket to Concept 1.4
For this lesson you may also 
need:
Student Sign-in Sheet

PPT Presentation:
USA Driver Statistics

Take a Poll Activity: 
After showing statistics in 
the PowerPoint, compare the 
number of students who’ve 
been in a car that crashed to 
the number who have been in 
a car during a close call. Both 
are common, but one is more 
common than the other.

Students:
HTS = Highway Transportation 
System. The purpose is to 
move people and cargo safely 
and efficiently.

Interactive PPT Activity:
Discovering Risk Factors

Students: 
VARK - What’s Your Learning 
Style? To find out, use the QR 
code or link below. 

http://www.vark-learn.
com/english/page.
asp?p=questionnaire

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic

 

http://www.vark-learn.com/english/page.asp?p=questionnaire
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Chapter 1 Uniting Driver and Vehicle

Introduction to Zone Control1 Space Management System
Your ability to successfully manage 
time and space is at the center of every 
concept in this course. Skills learned 
in earlier lessons are used again and 
added to in later lessons.

Most crashes happen when there is a 
Line-of-Sight or Path-of-Travel blockage 
or problem that, for whatever reason, 
goes unsolved. Some drivers get lucky, 
many others don’t. 

Here are two examples.

The main goal of this course is give you the situational awareness and car control 
skills you’ll need to create control in every location and situation you encounter 
throughout your life.

Zone Control is a system that gives you the time, space, and 
techniques you need to Find, Solve, and Control problems. Like 
your computer’s operating system or an app on your smart 
phone, Zone Control helps you look at the driving world and 
quickly decide which actions are best for any situation you 
encounter.

Here Are the Basics
Find
Line-of-Sight or Path-of-Travel Problems: Open, Closed, or Unstable 
Zone conditions

Solve
Before taking an action, check related zone conditions so you can 
select the best position, speed, and communication options.

Control
The 4-second danger zone. Reevaluate conditions and be ready to 
make adjustments before entering that space.

For Positive Habit Development to Occur, You  
Need to…

1. know what to do and have the desire to do it.
2. demonstrate that you are capable of doing it.
3. overcome internal resistance and tame the monster of bad 

habit.
4. be able to know when it is correctly or incorrectly 

performed.
5. practice doing it correctly (more than) 28 times.
6. do it correctly without thought - that’s a habit!

Video Demonstrations: 
Two situations that involve 
line-of-sight and path-of-travel 
problems that go unsolved.

Door Activity: 
Have two or three volunteers 
help to illustrate Open, Closed, 
and Unstable line-of-sight and 
path-of-travel conditions using 
the classroom door as a prop.

1.  Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.

1.1 Course Introduction

minute 
lesson30 

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
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1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
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1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Chapter 1 Uniting Driver and Vehicle

Getting Ready to Drive

Good Driving Habit #1: Driver Vehicle Readiness Skills2

Safety belts on, head restraints up, doors locked, windows up, headlights on at all 
times, rear-in seating position, and…

NEVER drive when you’re impaired or ride with anyone who is! Maybe you’ve heard 
that before, but it’s still worth repeating. Driving is risky enough on its own, but if you 
add fatigue, strong emotions, drugs, or alcohol to the mix, you’re inviting deadly trouble. 

Approach with Awareness - Key in Hand
The first rule of personal safety in all circumstances is “be 
aware of your surroundings.” As you walk toward your 
car, even in your own driveway, keep an eye on what is 
happening around you and your vehicle. 

Having your key in your hand allows you quick entry and 
can be used for self-defense.

Look for anything that can cause a problem before you enter your vehicle.

Team Up with a Partner
Together, list as many things as you can 
that should be checked before entering 
your car. 

Remember, you can eliminate lots of risk 
factors by making sure your vehicle is in 
good mechanical condition before you 
drive.

One more thing: keep your possessions 
in the trunk or other secure location. 
Why is that important? 

Pre-Drive Procedure: Having a routine helps to form a good habit. 
Use your desk as your vehicle. Follow your instructor’s 
prompts and perform this routine twice. 

1. Enter the car, lock the doors, and insert the key 
into the ignition. 

2. Adjust your seat and head restraint. 
3. Adjust the inside and outside rear-view mirrors.
4. Put on your safety belt, and make sure everyone 

else is buckled up too. 

There are more details on the next pages.

There are lots of things you need to think about and be prepared for before 
starting or even getting into your car.

1.2 Getting Ready to Drive

Rehearsal Activity:
Key in Hand 

Think Pair Share Activity:
A student-led discussion

Rehearsal Activity: 
Pre-Drive Procedure
Have students practice the 
pre-drive routine as you 
prompt one behavior at a 
time.  

2.  Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 1 Uniting Driver and Vehicle

Seating, Mirrors, Safety Belts, and More

Keep the Doors Locked and the Windows Up
Locking the doors helps them stay closed during a crash and keeps people out of your 
car. Keeping the windows up cuts down on outside noise and helps ensure that hands, 
arms, you, and your passengers stay in the vehicle and are not injured by the window 
edge during a rollover or side impact crash. 

Rear-In Seating Position 
Great car control begins with your seating position. First, 
make sure your hips are pushed all the way to the back of 
your seat. That position gives you the support you’ll need 
when braking, and it’s how you establish basic balance in 
your seat. Now adjust the seat with the ball of your right 
foot on the floor beneath the brake pedal. You need to 
have your knees and elbows slightly bent. Place the ball of 
your foot on the brake pedal and slide your foot down 
until it is firmly on the floor, so that you can pivot on your 
heel from the brake to the gas pedal; be sure your torso is 
at least ten inches away from the steering wheel. 

The Head Restraint
Adjust the head restraint so it is at ear 
level. It protects you from whiplash 
injury should you be involved in a rear-
end crash.  

Adjust the Mirrors
Rear-view mirrors inside and outside your vehicle should be set to give you the best 
view to the sides and rear of your vehicle. The inside mirror provides the widest view 
to the rear; the outside mirrors overlap and widen that view. 

Use the proper sitting position to adjust the left and right tilt of the inside mirror; sit 
up straight, your hips and back against the seat back. Your view will be straight out 
the rear window. Set the up and down tilt of all three mirrors so the horizon is visible 
across the center of each mirror. 

Use the Modified Mirror Settings to adjust the left and 
right tilt of outside mirrors. This reduces the size of the 
vehicle blind spots and decreases glare from headlights 
when driving at night. To adjust the driver side mirror, 
lean your head slightly to the left and adjust the mirror 
out until you can see down the left side of the vehicle. To 
adjust the passenger side mirror, lean your head slightly 
to the right and adjust the mirror out until you can see 
down the right side of the vehicle. 

Here’s more information.

1.2 Getting Ready to Drive

Rehearsal Activities:
No Guillotine Demo 
Rear-in Seating 
Adjust Seat with Brake 
Pivot from Brake to Gas

PPT Presentation:
Modified Mirror Settings

Parking Lot Activity Option:
If time and space allow, take 
class outside to adjust mirror 
settings. With a smaller class, 
allow each student time to 
adjust the mirrors. With a 
larger class, ask for three 
or four volunteers who will 
adjust the mirrors. Have the 
remaining students stand 
in blind spots and point out 
the size and position of each 
blind spot.
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Chapter 1 Uniting Driver and Vehicle

Safety Belts
The best way to reduce your chances of being injured or killed in a crash is to make 
sure that you and your passengers always wear your safety belts correctly.

During this video, find 5 advantages you and your passengers will have when you’re 
properly belted.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What excuses do people give for not 
wearing safety belts?

Describe the correct way to wear a 
safety belt. 

Movement of a Belted Occupant
Even when you’re correctly belted, you’ll still move 
during a crash. Safety belts are designed to give - exactly 
how much depends on your weight and the energy of 
the crash. This video shows two examples: one with an 
airbag and one without. Try this: start with rear-in seating 
position and imagine you’re in 30 mph crash.

Move your head forward 21 inches (1.9 feet)
Now move your chest forward 16 inches (1.3 feet)
Then move your pelvis, hips, and knees forward 14 inches (1.2 feet)

So where would you end up without the airbag or without your safety belt?

Cross Your Heart, Not Your Fingers
I acknowledge that failure to use safety belts causes needless 
death and injury to motor vehicle occupants who are involved 
in crashes. I therefore pledge to wear my safety belt correctly 
on every trip when I’m the driver and when I’m a passenger. I 
further pledge to insist all passengers in any vehicle I am driving 
are buckled correctly every time, on every trip, prior to starting 
the engine and for the duration of the trip.

Signature:________________________________________ Date: ________________

1.2 Getting Ready to Drive

Video Demonstrations:
Safety Belt Montage

ODOT Video: 
Excuses

Video Demonstration:
Occupant Movement

Instructors:
Direct student movement in 
their seats.

FYI Students:
Use the QR code or link 
below to access animated 
demonstrations that show 
how the body is propelled 
during collisions.

http://www.collisionanalysis.
com/madymo
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Orientation to Controls 
Each vehicle you drive will be a little different, but they all have common features you 
need to be familiar with. You need to know where they are and what they do, and be 
able to use each without the help of your eyes. (That part will take a little practice.)

3 Simple Procedures
No two cars are exactly alike, but three simple procedures, done in the correct order, 
will ensure you’re ready to move, no matter what type of vehicle you drive.

Starting the Engine
Make sure the transmission is in “Park” and the parking brake is 
set. Hold the brake pedal down before engaging the ignition. Next, 
turn on the accessories you need: windshield wipers, defrost, heat 
or air conditioning, and your nighttime headlights. 

Headlights Make Your Vehicle More Visible. Most new vehicles are equipped 
with “automatic” headlights. They aren’t as bright as nighttime lights and don’t always 
switch on the taillights. Turn on your nighttime headlights every time you start your 
vehicle. Your vehicle will be more visible to others from almost a mile away in all 
weather conditions.

Getting Ready to Move 
Hold the brake down with your right foot, shift to “Drive” 
gear, and then release your parking brake. Make sure you 
see that your path is clear before moving.

Securing the Car
Hold the brake down firmly with your right foot, set the 
parking brake, and then shift to “Park.” Turn off all the 
accessories, turn off the engine, and remove the key 
before exiting and locking the doors. 

minute 
lesson40 Secure your future - stay tied to your ride.

1.2 Getting Ready to Drive

Homework Assignment: 
1.2 The Family Dash. Draw the 
controls of your family vehicle. 

Video Demonstration:
Start Technology

Day-Use Headlight Demo:
Ask for a volunteer to help 
with demonstration.

Video Demonstration: 
Set the parking brake!

Rehearsal Activity: 
Have students practice the 
starting and securing routines. 
Prompt one behavior at a 
time. 
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Motion & Steering Control

Good Driving Habit #3: Keep the Car in Balance3

Make smooth starts, stops, and steering actions.

Three of the riskiest driving behaviors are hard 
acceleration, hard braking, and hard swerves. Failing 
to control the balance of a vehicle is a really big deal. 
The average driver hasn’t learned how to do it or why 
it’s so important. Being out of balance is a culturally 
common high-risk behavior. It’s so common that 
chances are you already know what an out-of-balance 
condition feels like. Let’s test that out! 

Why is balance a big deal? Pitch, Roll, and Yaw!

Moving and Stopping Smoothly
The most common out-of-balance condition happens 
when braking or accelerating. To develop pedal control, 
begin from a stopped position and practice moving at 
an inching speed. Keep your right foot on the brake, 
your heel on the floor, and decrease the brake pressure 
slightly. When you’re close to other vehicles, move one 
inch at a time. To move at idle speed, release brake 
pressure and cover the brake - in a ready-to-stop position. 

To accelerate smoothly, pivot on your heel to the gas pedal as illustrated. Use light 
pressure, just enough to gradually increase your speed without pitching the car 
backward. Decelerate gradually to maintain vehicle balance. To stop smoothly, take 
several actions: first push to the point of resistance on the brake, then use steady 
even pressure, and finally trail brake the last two seconds of your stop to keep your 
car in balance.

Steering Control
The truth is, where you look before steering is more 
important than how you’re steering. Together, proper 
vision, motion, and steering control skills prevent many 
collisions. For now, let’s just focus on the steering skills 
you need to learn. Use a balanced 9 & 3 or 8 & 4 hand 
position for the best control and protection against 
airbag injury. (Keep in mind, if the airbags deploy, 
you’ve already crashed!) Use push-pull for most turns and curves, hand-over-hand for 
very sharp, slow turns, and the one-handed method for backing.

Watch and Practice these Techniques

Smooth, precise steering, braking, and accelerating actions are critical skills you’ll 
use to manage vehicle balance in common and uncommon situations.

1.3 Motion and Steering Control

minute 
lesson20 

Students: 
Every skid mark you see on 
the roadway began with 
someone’s poor vision and 
speed control habits. 

Balance Discovery Activity:
Let’s test that out! See 
Chapter 1 Lesson Plans for 
activity directions.

Video Demonstration:
Vehicle Balance - Pitch, Roll, 
and Yaw

Students: 
To keep track of how well 
you are managing vehicle 
balance, get State Farm Driver 
Feedback App at the link 
below, or use the QR code.

http://www.statefarm.com/
mobile/driverfeedback/
driverfeedback.asp

Rehearsal Activities: 
Inching Speed
Trail Brake 
Pivot on Heel 

Steering Demonstration and 
Rehearsal Activities:
Following the video clips, give 
students simulated steering 
wheels. Oversee practice of 
steering control position, hand-
over-hand, push-pull, and one-
handed method for backing.

Instructors: 
See Chapter 1 Lesson Plans for 
activity directions.

3.  Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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V i s i o n  C o n t r o l

Good Driving Habit #2: See Clear Path Before Moving4

See that your intended path-of-travel is clear; turn your head before turning the wheel.

Three Parts of Vision to Use
Your central vision sees detail. It gives you the 
focus you need to read this. While you read, 
notice you can see your hands and the edges 
of the book with your fringe vision. Now relax 
and concentrate. What parts of the room can 
you see with your peripheral vision? What 
color are the walls? Is there any movement in 
the room?

Two Vision Concepts to Learn
You’ll need both to develop good seeing 
habits. A Target is a stationary object that’s 
as far ahead as you can see, above the 
center of your intended lane. Your Path-
of-Travel is the space you intend to drive 
through on the way to your target. Aiming 
for targets helps you steer accurately, find 
important information early, plan far ahead, 
and even correct a skid.

Now it’s your turn to choose the best target!

Steering with Accuracy
You can use the target and the steering 
wheel to keep your car tracking straight 
and on target. Align the top of the steering 
wheel with the target. See the target with 
your central vision, and use your lower 
fringe vision to see the steering wheel 
align with the target. Use your fringe and 
peripheral vision to see your path-of-travel 
and other elements of the environment.

Time to Practice.

There is an amazing connection between your eyes and hands! Physically, your 
eyes are in the car, but visually they are ahead of the car, leading you down the 
road. Using your eyes correctly is critical to developing a low-risk driving style.

1.4 Vision Control

minute 
lesson30 Focusing on where you want to put the car and using 

ALL your vision capabilities is the core of safe driving.

Ticket to Concept 1.4 - KEY

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
1.4 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses.

Thumb Wrinkle Activity:
Help students discover the 
three parts of vision they will 
use when driving. 

Instructors:
See Chapter 1 Lesson Plans for 
activity directions.

Interactive PPT Activity:
What’s the Target?

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
On and Off Target

Physical Practice Activities: 
Targeting
Use of Central & Fringe Vision
Turn Head Before Wheel
On Target & Off Target

For this lesson 
you will need:

4.  Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 1 Uniting Driver and Vehicle

Tr a n s i t i o n  P e g s

In earlier lessons you learned about targets and the vehicle balance concepts of pitch 
and roll. Now you’ll combine that knowledge with Transition Pegs to get the best 
timing for steering and speed changes when you’re turning or driving through curves.

What They Are 
A Transition Peg5 is a place on the vehicle that 
you see in relationship to the target. Use them 
to keep your car balanced in a turn or curve.

The transition peg for left turns is the left-
front corner post.

The transition peg for right turns is the 
space just under the inside rear-view mirror. 

How You Use Them
In both photos you’re turning right, and the 
white tree is your target. Make sure you have 
your eyes on the target before you begin to 
turn or this cool technique won’t work. Turn 
your head, see the target, and then turn the 
wheel. When the transition peg is aligned with 
the target, start to straighten the wheel and use 
more acceleration.

Here’s more information.

On Your Feet Activity 
You are the car. Your feet are the front tires, your 
body is the body of the car, your hands will be 
transition pegs, and your head and your eyes will 
be your head and your eyes (because you totally 
need your head and your eyes!). Your instructor 
is going to choose random targets around the 
room. Your job is to turn your head to the target, 
then turn the steering wheel and stop when your 
transition peg aligns with the target.

See the target align with the transition peg.

This cool tool will help you manage steering and speed to keep the car balanced 
when you’re driving through turns and curves.

1.5 Transition Pegs

minute 
lesson60 Life is about perspective and balance.

Interactive PPT: 
Transition Pegs

Physical Practice Activity: 
On your feet to practice using 
transition pegs.

Instructor:
See Chapter 1 Lesson Plans for 
activity directions. 

Chapter 1 Exit Exam

Homework:
HA 2.1 Controls and Gauges
Read Playbook Chapter 2
Ticket to Concept 2.4

For this lesson 
you will need:

Chapter 1 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 2.4

5.  Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

Instruments & Gauges

How many symbols did you find?
By now you’ve noticed these symbols (icons) 
everywhere in your car. Under the hood, on 
the sun visor, on the doors, under the dash, in 
the front panel, and even as heads-up displays 
on the front windshield. They’re painted, 
pressed, glued, and lighted. 

Color is Important
Red indicates an important reminder or a serious 
problem that requires your immediate attention. Amber 
(Orange/Yellow) means something needs to be serviced 
or repaired soon. If the symbol is flashing, it is truly 
important that you contact your mechanic. Green or 
blue symbols are for information only, telling you that a 
system is on or is operating. Some lights warn of more 
than one problem. 

When you start the car, the lights flash on and 
then turn off as each system becomes ready. 
If any light stays on, blinks, or comes on while 
driving, your attention is needed. In the photo 
on the right, there is a problem that needs 
your immediate attention. 

What’s the problem?

Gauges look different, but meanings are consistent in all vehicles. 
Where is the:

1. Odometer

2. Tachometer

3. Speedometer

4. Trip Meter

5. Fuel Gauge

6. Temp Gauge 

During class you’ll practice reading the speedometer.  
You’ll need to be quick.

Every car is equipped with lights and symbols that provide specific and essential 
information. Knowing where they are and what they mean will ensure you and 

your vehicle are ready and able for travel.

2.1 Instruments and Gauges

minute 
lesson20 Gauge where you are and work on your issues.

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 2 Overview and Notes
Ch 2 Lesson Plans, Activities

Interactive PPT: 
Homework Review 2.1 
Instruments and Gauges 

Interactive PPT: 
Reading the speedometer - 
1/3 second glances

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

Reference Points

Good Driving Habit #4: Use Reference Points6

Know within 3-6 inches where your car is positioned on the roadway and where the 
car’s front and sides are positioned when dealing with intersections.

Ever feel like you’re driving an 8-foot wide 
car in a 6-foot wide lane? Or wonder how 
close you are to a parked car or a crosswalk? 
The body of the car blocks your view of the 
surrounding roadway. It creates an optical 
illusion that makes it seem like the vehicle is 
taking up more space than it actually is. 

Line-of-Vision Blind Zone
Use a straight edge to connect the two dots in Graphic-A. The dot in the car represents 
you, the driver. The dot in front of the car represents your first view of the pavement.

Reference Point Discovery
A reference point is a place on the car that you see in relationship to a place on the 
ground. They help overcome the optical illusion created by the body of the car. 
Use Graphic-B and connect the dots again, one at a time, from the driver to your first 
view of the pavement. Put an X where the line-of-vision crosses the front of the hood.

Standard Reference Points - Geometry Works!

Reference points are useful in most aspects of driving. They will allow you to easily 
and accurately position your car on any roadway and all types of confined areas.

2.2 Reference Points

ORPC 2013 Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

FYI: Important Notes,
Prompts and Points

Students:
If you don’t have access to
a ruler, anything that has a
sturdy and straight edge
will do. Follow all the
directions on Graphics A 
and B before attending
class. And be ready to
share your discoveries with
your classmates.

Homework: 
To figure out your exact 
reference points in the 
vehicle you normally 
drive, complete both of
these assignments after
this classroom session is 
complete:
Line of Vision Blind Zone
Reference Point Discovery

Reference Points
Reference points are useful in most aspects of driving. They will allow you to easily
and accurately position your car on any roadway and all types of confined areas.

Good Driving Habit #4: Use Reference Points
Know within 3-6 inches where you car is positioned on the roadway and where the
car’s front and sides are positioned when dealing with intersections.

Ever felt like you’re driving an 8-foot wide
car in a 6-foot wide lane? Or wonder how
close you are a parked car or a crosswalk?
The body of the car blocks your view of the 
surrounding roadway. It creates an optical
illusion that makes it seem like the vehicle is
taking up a more space than it is. 

Line-of-Vision Blind Zone
Use a straight edge to connect the two dots in Graphic-A.  The dot in the car represents
you, the driver. The dot in front of the car represents your first view of the pavement. 

Reference Point Discovery
A reference point is a place on the car that you see in relationship to a place on the ground. 
They help overcome the optical illusion created by the body of the car.
Use Graphic-B and connect the dots again, one at a time, from the driver to your first view
of the pavement. Put an X where the line-of-vision crosses the front of the hood.

Standard Reference Points - Geometry Works!
2.2 Reference Points

How large is the blind zone compared to the length of the car? 

Describe the plane on the hood where you put each X. They are reference points.
Left Side Limit:
Right Side Limit:
3-Feet from Right:

ORPC 2013 Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

FYI: Important Notes,
Prompts and Points

Students:
If you don’t have access to
a ruler, anything that has a
sturdy and straight edge
will do. Follow all the
directions on Graphics A 
and B before attending
class. And be ready to
share your discoveries with
your classmates.

Homework: 
To figure out your exact 
reference points in the 
vehicle you normally 
drive, complete both of
these assignments after
this classroom session is 
complete:
Line of Vision Blind Zone
Reference Point Discovery

Reference Points
Reference points are useful in most aspects of driving. They will allow you to easily
and accurately position your car on any roadway and all types of confined areas.

Good Driving Habit #4: Use Reference Points
Know within 3-6 inches where you car is positioned on the roadway and where the
car’s front and sides are positioned when dealing with intersections.

Ever felt like you’re driving an 8-foot wide
car in a 6-foot wide lane? Or wonder how
close you are a parked car or a crosswalk?
The body of the car blocks your view of the 
surrounding roadway. It creates an optical
illusion that makes it seem like the vehicle is
taking up a more space than it is. 

Line-of-Vision Blind Zone
Use a straight edge to connect the two dots in Graphic-A.  The dot in the car represents
you, the driver. The dot in front of the car represents your first view of the pavement. 

Reference Point Discovery
A reference point is a place on the car that you see in relationship to a place on the ground. 
They help overcome the optical illusion created by the body of the car.
Use Graphic-B and connect the dots again, one at a time, from the driver to your first view
of the pavement. Put an X where the line-of-vision crosses the front of the hood.

Standard Reference Points - Geometry Works! 
2.2 Reference Points

How large is the blind zone compared to the length of the car?

Describe the place on the hood where you put each X. They are reference points. 
Left Side Limit: 
Right Side Limit: 
3-Feet from Right: 

Students:
If you don’t have access to 
a ruler, anything that has a 
sturdy and straight edge will 
do. Follow all the directions 
on Graphics A and B before 
attending class. And be ready 
to share your discoveries with 
your classmates. 

Homework: 
To figure out your exact 
reference points in the vehicle 
you normally drive, complete 
the Line-of-Vision Blind Zone 
and Reference Point Discovery 
assignments after this 
classroom session is complete.

6. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged! 
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

Small Changes to How You See Standard Reference Points
Your seating position in relationship to the wheel base: In 
most passenger vehicles, the driver sits near the center of the 
wheel base. But in some vehicles, the cockpit is designed farther 
forward, closer to the front axle, or even above it. That changes 
the shape and size of the vehicle blind area. You’re able to see 
more of the roadway to the front but less to the rear. 

Your height in the seat and any head movement: Make sure 
you are seated normally, and move in the seat as little as 
possible when learning reference points. 

Eye dominance: Most drivers are right eye dominant and see 
reference points close to the standard. However, if you are left 
eye dominant, you’ll see them a little differently.

Are you Left or Right Eye Dominant? Let’s find out!

Learning and Using Reference Points 
You’ll need to use your central vision 
to learn them. But, when you’re on 
the road, see your reference points in 
relationship to the roadway with your 
fringe. Use the photo on the left to 
practice. The red tape at the bottom 
represents your right and left side 
reference points. See the target with 
your central vision and other elements  
of the scene with your fringe vision.

Be sure to do your Reference Point Discovery in a parking lot.

Advantages of Reference Points
1. They help you overcome the optical illusion caused by the 

body of the vehicle blocking your view of the ground.

2. They show you exactly where the left and right side 
tires are tracking on the roadway and help you to make 
reduced-risk lane position adjustments in any lane.

3. They show you the precise position of the front and rear 
bumpers in relationship to intersections, crosswalks, and 
parking spaces.

4. They allow you to confidently maneuver your vehicle in 
confined places and spaces.

Once you know the reference points for one vehicle, 
techniques can be applied to any vehicle.

2.2 Reference Points

minute 
lesson40 Be careful what you look at,  

your visions become your thoughts.

Instructors: 
See Chapter 2 Lesson Plans 
for Eye Dominance Activity 
Directions.

Students: 
To find your personal 
reference point, first begin 
with the standard, then adjust 
the position of the vehicle 
until you have reached the 
desired limit. Make a note 
of your “personal” reference 
point, and remember to use 
them to position your vehicle 
accurately.

Consider This:
The photo on the right was 
taken from the driver’s view. 
You’re the driver. Where are 
your left and right side tires 
positioned on the roadway in 
relationship to the target and 
the parked cars on the right? 

Rehearsal Activity:
What’s your lane position?

Homework:
HA 2.2  Line-of-Vision Blind 

Zone
HA 2.2  Reference Point 

Discovery

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

Lines, Signs & Signals

Roadway Markings
All roads have lanes, but not all have lines. 
Residential streets have two or more lanes but 
no lines. Position your car to the right of the 
center of this roadway. Arterials have lines and 
two or more lanes. Some lines are yellow, others 
are white, and each has a specific meaning. 
Yellow lines separate traffic moving in opposite 
directions. White lines separate traffic moving in 
the same direction. Always position your car to 
the right of a yellow center line.

Now let’s get more specific!

Traffic Signs - Color Has Meaning
There are three categories of signs. Regulatory signs are 
red/white or black/white. They state the law and require 
your immediate attention and response! Stop signs and 
speed limit signs are two examples. Warning signs are 
yellow/black or orange/black. They warn that a change in 
your attention, speed, and/or position is needed. Guide 
signs are blue, green, or brown. They provide information 
and help guide you from one place to another. 

Intersection Signs & Traffic Lights
Most intersections are controlled by regulatory signs or 
traffic lights. Complex intersections have both. They’re 
designed to manage traffic flow and assign yielding 
responsibilities. Lines, signs, and lights work together. 
For example, a stop sign tells you to stop, and the stop 
line or crosswalk tells you where to stop. Where there 
are no lines but a sidewalk is present, stop before 
entering that unmarked crosswalk. Where there is no 
pedestrian walkway, you may stop at the curb line.

See in Time to Manage Your Space
It is vital that you see and respond to the lines, 
signs, and traffic lights you encounter. You must be 
aware of roadway markings and actively search for 
signs and lights. Each is a clue to a path-of-travel or 
line-of-sight zone condition and the space you must 
manage successfully. It only takes a third of a second 
to “read” a sign. 

Let’s Practice “Reading” Fast!

Roadway markings, signs, and signals control where and when traffic moves and 
provide clues to the line-of-sight or path-of-travel problems you’ll encounter.

2.3 Lines, Signs & Signals

minute 
lesson40 Rules and regulations are designed 

to protect, not restrict.

Interactive PPT Activity:
Roadway Markings

Students:
Use the QR code or link below 
to access the Oregon Driver 
Manual: 

www.odot.state.or.us/forms/
dmv/37.pdf

Students: 
The speed limit is the fastest 
you’re allowed to travel. That 
means you must consider the 
speed of other traffic, surface 
conditions, the width of the 
road, intersection hazards, 
weather, and visibility when 
choosing your speed. You can 
be cited for driving too fast for 
conditions even when you’re 
driving at or below the posted 
speed.

Interactive PPT Activity:
Signs and Traffic Signals

Interactive PPT Activity:
Signs Exit Quiz. You’ll need 
paper, something to write 
with, and a quick eye!

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

Entering, Crossing,  
and Exiting Traffic

Building on What You’ve Learned
To this point you’ve learned the importance of searching out to the target area, seeing 
your car’s position with your fringe vision, and quickly glancing at the speedometer 
and signs. Now it’s time to learn the searching patterns you’ll use to determine if the 
space you want to occupy is clear.

Search Before Pulling Away from the Curb
Moving from a parking lane on the right edge of the 
roadway to a driving lane is a lateral move - a lane 
change to the left. Search to the front, rear, and side 
for anything that may block the space you plan to 
occupy. When there’s traffic, look beyond it to locate 
a gap or hole. Signal for 5 seconds and check your left 
blind spot. When space is open, look to the target 
area, accelerate smoothly, use push-pull steering to 
position your car in the lane, and cancel your signal. 
Check to the front and rear for new problems.

Here’s a short example.

Search Before Crossing Lanes of Traffic
Before entering or crossing any intersection, search, 
to the left, front, and right for traffic and pedestrians; 
you’re required to yield to them. If your view is blocked, 
creep forward to your front limit to create an open 
view. Check deep - 90° to the left and right - to be sure 
you have an open path. Confirm the actions of others 
before you move. When you have enough open space 
to cross, don’t hesitate; accelerate smoothly to keep 
the car balanced.

Here’s another demonstration.

Search Before Pulling Toward the Curb
Moving from the driving lane into the parking lane on 
the right is a lane change to the right. Choose a legal 
location to park, and use the mirror to check your rear 
zone. Signal 5 seconds ahead, check your right blind 
spot, and apply the brake. Approach parallel to and 3 
to 6 inches away from the curb, make a smooth stop, 
and secure your vehicle. Check for traffic and be sure 
your personal path is clear before opening the door 
and stepping out.

One more example, then you’ll practice good searching patterns.

Knowing that your intended path is clear before you move requires basic but 
critical searching skills. Learn, practice, and develop these important visual habits.

2.4 Entering, Crossing, and Exiting Traffic

minute 
lesson20 Patience is important - it helps you 

see things more clearly.

Ticket to Concept 2.4 - Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
2.4 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses.

Video Demonstration:
Entering Traffic

Students: 
A gap is the space between 
two vehicles. A hole is the 
space between groups of cars 
called traffic clusters. Holes 
are larger spaces than gaps 
and give you more time to 
enter or cross traffic.

Rehearsal Activity: 
Practice chin to shoulder blind 
spot checks.

Video Demonstration:
Crossing Traffic

Rehearsal Activity:
Compare correct and incorrect 
intersection searching 
patterns. Left, front, right 
compared to left, right, left.

Video Demonstration:
Exiting Traffic

Rehearsal Activity:
In groups of two, have 
each student supervise and 
demonstrate the proper 
searching patterns for entering 
and leaving the flow of traffic. 

For this lesson 
you will need:
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 2 Knowing Where You Are

P r e c i s i o n  Tu r n s

Yikes, now you’re the teacher! Evaluate these turns.
Team up with a classmate. Use the sticky note below to list correct or incorrect driver 
actions you observe during the following clips.

Before Every Turn
Aim to the target area to find the proper 
location to begin your turn. Signal at least 5 
seconds ahead, apply the brake early, and check 
rear zone conditions. The correct side position 
for a right turn is 3 feet from the right edge of 
the road. The correct side position for a left 
turn is usually LP2. But when oncoming traffic is 
present, use LP1. Before moving to either side, 
always do a chin-to-shoulder blind spot check. 

Stopped Right and Left Turns
Where a stop is required, stop smoothly 
before any pedestrian safety zone. When 
your view is blocked, creep to the curb line 
to get an open view. Search deep for a gap 
or hole in traffic. When it’s clear, turn your 
head, aim across the front limit reference 
point at your new target or target area, and 
use light acceleration.

The correct forward position to begin a right turn is when your front bumper is even 
with the curb line. Begin turning left when your view to the target area does not 
cut across the curb line. When your transition peg aligns with the target, begin to 
straighten and use more acceleration. After every turn, check to the front and rear for 
anything blocking your path or your view, and be sure you’re in the best lane position.

Take a closer look at stopped right and left turns.

Moving Turns
Where no stop is required, search the 
intersection as you approach it. To keep the 
vehicle balanced through the turn, decrease 
the brake pressure slightly before turning the 
wheel. When the transition peg aligns with 
the target, release the brake pressure, begin 
to straighten, and accelerate smoothly.

After these final examples, you’ll get to teach and evaluate again.

To make precision turns, you’ll need a predetermined idea of where to begin and 
end every turn, and the skills to complete each with accuracy and consistency.

2.5 Precision Turns

minute 
lesson60 If you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll 

probably end up somewhere else. 

For this lesson 
you will need:

2.5 Model Roadway 
Chapter 2 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 3.4

Video Montage:
Yikes! 
What vision or perception 
errors might cause these 
problems?

FYI Students: 
LP2 - Lane Position 2
LP1 - Lane Position 1 

Rehearsal Activities:
Demonstrate three searching 
patterns:  
1. 90 degrees to the left, 

check to the front, and 90 
degrees to the right

2. 45-degree searches
3. Turning head to target 

before turning wheel and 
moving

Consider This:
What is the reference point for 
the forward position to begin 
a right turn? What are the 
reference points for these side 
positions - LP2, LP3, and three 
feet from the right edge of the 
roadway? 

Model Roadway Activity:
Break into groups of two or 
three. Use the model roadway 
sheet to demonstrate and 
evaluate correct behavioral 
patterns for stopped and 
moving precision turns, as 
listed on the roadway sheet. 

Chapter 2 Exit Exam

Homework: 
Read Playbook Chapter 3
Ticket to Concept 3.4

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control
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Reference Point Discovery Home Assignment 
 

Name: _________________________________________________ Vehicle Make/Model: _______________ 

Off‐street Location: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Parent/Guardian Signature: _________________________________________________________________ 

 
Goal:  Student will demonstrate the ability to position the family vehicle 3 – 6  inches away from the right,  left, front, 

and rear limits by discovering and utilizing reference points for precision vehicle placement.  
 
Discovery Sequence: 

1. Position your family vehicle the required distance from a line or curb without going over for each situation. 
2. Secure your vehicle and check for accurate positioning. Reposition your vehicle if necessary to reach that goal. 
3. From the driver’s seat, look for your reference point. Remember, it will be that point on the vehicle that aligns 

with the line or bottom of the curb. 
4. Once you have discovered your reference point, do the following: 

a. Record what/where the reference point is located on the vehicle. 
b. Mark that location on the corresponding diagram. 
c. Draw your sightline from your marked reference point to where you see it in relationship to the line or 

curb.  
   
Right Side Limit – Position your vehicle 3 – 6 inches away from and parallel to a line on the right 
 

1.  What is your Reference Point? ____________________________________________________ 
2.  Mark its location with an X on the diagram below. 
3.  Draw your sightline from the reference point to where it aligns with the line.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 Feet From Right Side – Position your vehicle 3 feet away from and parallel to a line on the right 
 

1.  What is your Reference Point? ______________________________________________ 
2.  Mark its location with an X on the diagram below. 
3.  Draw your sightline from the reference point to where it aligns with the line.  
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Left Side Limit – Position your vehicle 3 – 6 inches away from and parallel to a line on the left 
 

4.  What is your Reference Point? ____________________________________________________ 
5.  Mark its location with an X on the diagram below. 
6.  Draw your sightline from the reference point to where it aligns with the line.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front Limit – Position your vehicle 3 – 6 inches away from and perpendicular to a line in the front 
 

7.  What is your Reference Point? ___________________________________________________ 
8.  Mark its location with an X on the diagram below. 
9.  Draw your sightline from the reference point to where it aligns with the line.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rear Limit – Position your vehicle 3 – 6 inches away from and perpendicular to a line in the rear 
 

10. What is your Reference Point? ____________________________________________________ 
11. Mark its location with an X on the diagram below. 
12. Draw your sightline from the reference point to where it aligns with the line.  
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 3 You Are in Control

Yielding to Others
Yielding the Right of Way 
Failure to yield the right of way is a common 
mistake that causes many collisions. Signs, 
lines, and traffic lights work together to tell 
you who must yield, but they‘re only part of 
the equation. The rules of the road require 
you to allow others to go before you in many 
other situations. You’ll need to know and 
remember these rules.

Get into groups of three for this activity.

Stopping Locations
Legal Stop: Where a stop sign or traffic light 
is present, you must stop before the stop 
line or marked or unmarked crosswalk. 
You must yield to pedestrians at all marked 
and unmarked crosswalks. Safety Stop: 
After a legal stop, to effectively search 
the intersection and solve line-of-sight 
problems, inch forward until your front 
bumper is even with the curb. Staggered 

Stop: To create space for others, stop 15 feet behind the legal stop location when 
you’re first in line and on the inside lane.

Take a look at these examples.

Other Yielding Situations to Know and Remember
At any intersection: Yield to any traffic that 
is already in the intersection. 

To prevent a collision: If someone doesn’t 
yield to you when they should, yield to 
them and be courteous about it. 

At a roundabout: You’re required to yield 
to any traffic already in the roundabout, as 
well as pedestrians.

To emergency vehicles: When you hear 
the siren of an approaching ambulance, fire truck, or police car, prepare to pull to the 
right edge of the roadway and allow them to pass. If you’re stopped when they are 
approaching and you are unable to move, just stay put.

To blind persons: They may be carrying a white cane or be accompanied by a service 
dog. Stay stopped until they’ve crossed the road even if you have a green light.

To yield is to slow down or stop to allow others to go before you.

3.1 Yielding to Others

minute 
lesson30 Your attitude can pay dividends!

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 3 Overview and Notes
Ch 3 Lesson Plans, Activities

Small Group Activity: 
Students have 6 minutes to 
complete WS 3.1 Yielding 
Right of Way. Activate 
play button on the right to 
continue the activity. 

Interactive PPT: 
Stopping Locations

Consider This:
Traffic laws are written in 
terms of who must yield, 
NOT who has the right of 
way. Yielding is your legal 
responsibility. 

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 3 You Are in Control

Tracking Control

Good Driving Habit #5: Zone Control Searching7

Search to the target area, and evaluate your path-of-travel.

Vision Control for Tracking Control
Small visual mistakes can cause big car control 
problems. Looking at lines, reference points, or 
targeting obstacles can cause steering errors. 
Even looking in the right place for too long can 
cause you to wander off track. Failing to aim 
to the target area limits your view, which can 
result in late steering or speed control actions. 

Evaluate the vision and tracking control skills of these drivers.

Using Your Central and Fringe Vision 
The space you drive into to reach your target is 
your path-of-travel. Tracking is the space your 
car actually occupies. When there isn’t an actual 
target, aim to the target area with your central 
vision. Use your fringe vision to see your position 
on the roadway and evaluate the condition of 
your path-of-travel. Anything that affects your 
path-of-travel will require you to change speed or 
position and sometimes both.

Let’s experiment with your central and fringe vision.

Tracking Through Turns and Curves
For accurate tracking in turns, aim to the target area 
before and while you’re turning. To track through 
curves, use target area searching to approach the 
curve. No targets are used to drive through the 
curve - just turn your head and look through the 
curve with your central vision. Use your fringe 
vision to monitor your position and roadway 
conditions. As you exit a curve or turn, search and 
assess conditions in the new target area.

A quick review, and then practice tracking through curves.

Accurate tracking is placing your vehicle in a lane position and maintaining it until a 
change is needed. You’ll need great vision control to have tracking control through 

turns and curves, while searching for zone changes, or just driving straight.

3.2 Tracking Control

minute 
lesson20 Anything worth doing is worth doing well.

Consider This: 
Even the most experienced 
drivers make unintended 
visual errors when they drive. 
When you aren’t sure how 
close you are to a line or an 
obstacle, it’s almost natural to 
look at the ground or another 
car. But you don’t have to look 
at something to see it. See 
lines and obstacles with your 
fringe and peripheral vision. 

Brainstorm Activity: 
You’ve already practiced using 
quick glances to read signs 
and the speedometer. Are 
there other valid reasons to 
look away from the target 
area?

Rehearsal Activity: 
Use your central and fringe 
vision to see zone changes.

Review and Rehearse: 
Use your central and fringe 
vision to track through turns 
and curves.

7.  Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 3 You Are in Control

Blocking Problems

Good Driving Habit #5: Zone Control Searching8

FIND line-of-sight, path-of-travel zone changes. Check other zones for additional 
information.

Any condition that blocks your view is a line-of-
sight restriction. They always limit your ability 
to get good information about the condition 
of your intended path. Path-of-travel problems 
temporarily or permanently prevent you from 
occupying space. And some things block your 
path and your view!

Make a list: Use the sticky note on the right to 
list line-of-sight and path-of-travel problems 
you’ve seen in your neighborhood. Be ready to 
share it with the class.

Information Is the Key to Control 
The truck in the photo on the left is blocking 
your view to the left. Take a guess; what’s 
hidden? The truth is you can’t know what’s 
there unless you search around it and find out. 
When you identify any line-of-sight or path-
of-travel problem, check other zones for more 
information. Complete information gives you 
the opportunity to take the best actions before 
you drive into that space. 

Let’s see what can happen if an action is taken without good information!

FIND Problems and Options
Each line-of-sight and path-of-travel 
blockage reduces the number of car 
control options you have. When there are 
no problems, you’ll have lots of options 
to choose from. But when there are a lot 
of problems around you, there are fewer 
choices. The main focus of this lesson is to 
find those blocking problems that you’ll 
need to solve. 

So, let’s practice!

Most crashes involve Line-of-Sight and/or Path-of-Travel problems that the driver 
doesn’t FIND or sees so late there’s too little time or space to SOLVE them.

3.3 Blocking Problems

minute 
lesson30 Keep your destination in sight and 

your journey in mind.

Students: 
Complete your list before class 
begins.

Review: 
Use the PowerPoint to review 
and wrap up class discussion 
of path-of-travel and line-of-
sight blockages.

Video Demonstration:
You need good information.

Students: 
See that your path is clear 
BEFORE you use the gas!

Rehearsal Activity:
Practice finding problems and 
options.

8. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 3 You Are in Control

Introduction to Backing

If you’re in reverse, you must yield to all traffic and pedestrians!

Parking lots and driveways are the most common places drivers back up. Every week in 
the U.S., 50 children are backed over by vehicles. 48 are treated in emergency rooms 
and at least 2 are fatalities. In over 70% of these cases, a family member is behind the 
wheel!

See Clear Path Before You Back!
Before entering your car, check around it to be sure nothing is hidden 
from your view or blocking your path. Before moving the car, search 
360 degrees to look for anything blocking your path or your view. Don’t 
rely on your mirrors or a back-up camera to move a vehicle backwards; 
the view is too limited!

Backing Straight: Seating Position
For the best control, hold the steering wheel 
at the 12 o’clock position with your left hand, 
and put your right hand on the back of the 
passenger seat. Control your speed with your 
brake. With your left foot on the dead pedal, 
rise up in the seat for a better rear view. 
Decrease the brake pressure slightly to inch 
toward any object.

Target to the Rear
Your seating position will allow you to twist 
your body and look over your right shoulder. To 
control your steering, you need to target straight 
out the rear window. Glance forward to check 
for any zone changes. Target to the rear until 
you’ve stopped moving.

Here’s a short demonstration.

Backing Turns
When a backing turn is needed, turn the wheel 
from the top down in the same direction you want 
the back of the car to go. 

To keep from getting right and left mixed up, 
remember that the passenger side of a vehicle is 
the right side and the driver side is the left side, 
even when you’re twisted around in your seat. 

Backing is high risk! Your view around the vehicle is blocked. When you have a 
choice, move forward. If you have to back up, use risk prevention behaviors.

3.4 Introduction to Backing

minute 
lesson20 When you know better, you do better.

Ticket to Concept 3.4 - Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
3.4 completed. Be ready to 
examine your answers.  

The Danger of Blind Zones: 
Use the QR code or link below 
to discover exactly how large 
the blind zone behind your 
vehicle is.

http://www.consumerreports.
org/cro/2012/03/the-danger-
of-blind-zones/index.htm
 

Rehearsal Activity:
Practice 360° search and 
seating position for targeting 
to the rear to back straight.

Video Demonstration:
Backing Straight

Rehearsal Activity:
Using simulated steering 
wheels, have students stand 
to practice; aim to the right 
rear, turning the wheel right, 
turning their rear ends 90° to 
the right. Then repeat same 
sequence for a left backing 
turn. Repeat both sequences 
several times. 

For this chapter 
you will need:

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System
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5.3 Rear Zone Control
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 3 You Are in Control

Turnabout Maneuvers

Three Rights Make a Left
When you have the option to move forward, take 
it. Going around the block is the simplest and 
least risky way to change your direction. Another 
option is circling forward through a parking lot. 
However, busy parking lots have more risk factors 
than you would encounter on the roadway. 

Where? U Turns and Y Turns - Maximum Risk!
Before you make a U Turn, make sure you’re in a legal location. 
Before you move, make a thorough 360-degree check. Keep your 
speed slow, target your new path-of-travel before you turn the 
wheel, and use as little space as possible. A Y Turn or 3-Point 
Turn is used in areas that are too narrow for a U Turn, and the 
rules for U Turns apply. 

Here’s how they’re done.

The Challenge of Backing Turns
Knowing when to begin turning your tires 
is key to every successful backing turn. This 
reference point is called the pivot point, and 
you’ll use it to know the precise moment 
to begin any backing turn: left or right 
alley or driveway turnabout, intersection 
turnabout, backing into and out of angle 
spaces, and parallel parking.

Here’s more information about this awesome reference point.

Backing to the Right into or out of Traffic?
With a right side alley turnabout, change your direction 
by backing to the right into a driveway or alley. You’ll enter 
traffic moving forward. With a left side alley turnabout, 
you’ll turn left into a driveway or alley then enter the 
roadway by backing out to the right. When your turnabout 
location is at an intersection (yes, this is legal), you’ll back 
to the right around a street corner, from one roadway 
to another. Which of these options have the fewest risk 
factors for you and others? 

Take a look at these demonstrations.

Sooner or later you’ll miss a turn. Turnabouts are maneuvers used to change your 
direction. There are several ways to turn around, some more risky than others.

3.5 Turnabout Maneuvers

minute 
lesson20

Consider This: 
U turns are very risky. So 
risky, in fact, it is hard to find 
a legal location. It is not legal 
to perform a U Turn or Y Turn 
unless you can see and there 
is no traffic for a distance of 
500 feet in the city and 1000 
feet in the country. (How 
many football fields does it 
take to cover 1000 feet?) Your 
best bet is an intersection 
where this sign is posted or a 
dead end street. 

PPT Demonstration: 
Pivot Point for Backing Turns

Video Demonstration: 
Right and Left Alley 
Turnabouts
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 3 You Are in Control

Insurance Requirements

By now you have figured out that driving really is a huge responsibility and truly a 
big deal! 99% of all crashes are preventable, and you can be held partially or fully 
responsible for any crash in which you are involved.

Protecting Yourself and Others
State law requires drivers to carry Liability Insurance 
that pays for any damages you cause to people or 
property. It includes Bodily Injury, Property Damage, 
and Personal Injury Protection (PIP). You must also 
carry Uninsured Motorist Insurance. If you have 
a car loan, the lender will require you to carry 
Comprehensive and Collision Insurance. 

Let’s take a closer look at different types of insurance coverage.

Know the Cost, Pay the Price
Companies look at several factors to determine 
your insurance premium, including the number 
and types of policies or coverage you buy and 
the amount of your deductibles. They look at 
your age, gender, and marital status. Rates are 
higher for all drivers under age 25, especially 
young, single males. The type of car you drive 
and your driving record are very important too. 
People who cause crashes pay more than those 
who are collision free for several years.

Your homework assignment includes finding the types of coverage your family has.

Random Policy Holder Screenings
Each month, Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles selects vehicles at random and 
requires the owner to provide the name of their insurance company and policy 
number. DMV then verifies that coverage with your insurance company. If you fail to 
provide the information, your driving privileges are suspended and you are cited.

Insurance Fraud
Did you know that there are scammers out there 
that set up crashes in order to collect money 
from you and your insurance company? There 
are several things you can do to avoid getting 
conned by these criminals. Probably the most 
important is, don’t give up your legal obligation 
to yield to any driver, even the “nice” driver.

Here’s more information. Use it to protect yourself.

Most states require drivers to have insurance. As a driver, you also have legal 
responsibilities if you are involved in a crash.

3.6 Insurance Requirements

minute 
lesson60 

For this lesson 
you will need:

3.6PBWS,HAInscovKey
Chapter 3 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 4.2

Interactive PPT Activity: 
Insurance Mayhem. Use 
WS 3.6 and Mayhem scenarios 
to determine what type of 
insurance you would need for 
each situation presented.

Consumer Outreach:  
Teaching Tools Insurance 
Flash Video (may not work 
with Apple “i” devices)

http://www.insurance.oregon.
gov/consumer/outreach/
teaching-tools/outreach-
autoquiz.html

Points to Ponder:
Why do you think people drive 
without insurance?
What do you think the 
penalties are for being caught 
driving without insurance? 
What about being in a collision 
without insurance?

Video:
Avoiding Insurance Fraud

Chapter 3 Exit Exam

Homework:
Complete HA 3.6 Insurance 
Requirements 
Read Playbook Chapter 4
Ticket to Concept 4.2
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http://www.insurance.oregon.gov/consumer/outreach/teaching-tools/outreach-autoquiz.html
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ORPC 2013                         WS 3.1 Yielding the Right of Way 

WS 3.1 Yielding the Right of Way  
 

Name: ____________________________________________________ Date: _______________________ 
 
You are the driver of the white car. Circle the vehicle that is required to yield the right of way and explain your choice. 

 
1. When approaching a 4‐way uncontrolled 

intersection, who should yield?                      
Why?  

 

2. When turning left, who should yield?  
Why?  

 

3. At a 4‐way stop, who should yield?  
Why?  

 

4. Who should yield?  
Why?  

5. Who should yield?  
Why?  

 

6. Who should yield?  
Why?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





ORPC 2013   WS 3.6 Insurance Coverage and HA 3.6 Insurance Requirements 

WS 3.6 Mayhem Videos Insurance Coverage 
 
Name: _________________________________________________  Date: ________________ 
 
Types of Insurance Coverage 
Watch the videos and choose the correct insurance coverage(s) from the list below. Write the type(s) you 
need for each scenario. 
 
Types of Insurance Coverage: 
 

Uninsured Motorist ‐ Covers damages done to you by a driver who does not have insurance. Covers you if 
you are injured by a hit and run driver. 
 
Comprehensive – Protects your car against damage caused by theft, fire, earthquake, vandalism, flood, 
hitting an animal, etc. 
 
Collision – Pays for the cost of repairing your vehicle or replacing your car when you or another driver was 
at fault. 
 
Personal Injury Protection (PIP) – Covers medical expenses and loss of income for you and your 
passengers, regardless of who was at fault or what type of collision it is. Covers any pedestrian or cyclist 
harmed by the insured’s vehicle. 
 
Liability Bodily Injury – Pays for injuries to other(s) for which you are partially or entirely responsible. 
Covers your legal fees whether or not you were at fault.  
 
Liability Property Damage – Pays for damage to the property of others if you are partially or entirely 
responsible. Covers your legal fees whether or not you were at fault. 

   
1. You hit a deer late at night and damage your vehicle:  ________________________________________ 

2. The passing van is damaged, and its driver is injured:   ________________________________________ 

3. You damage a parked car and injure a pedestrian:  __________________________________________ 

4. You cause damage to city property, you are injured:  _________________________________________ 

5. The executive is taken to the hospital, his car is damaged: _____________________________________ 

6. Your dog damages the interior of your vehicle: ______________________________________________ 

7. Your vehicle is damaged during a wind storm:  ______________________________________________ 

8. The truck you’re following causes damage to your car:  _______________________________________ 

9. Your vehicle is hit in a parking lot, the driver flees the scene:  __________________________________ 

10. You cause damage to another vehicle, your children are injured: _______________________________ 

 



ORPC 2013   WS 3.6 Insurance Coverage and HA 3.6 Insurance Requirements 

Homework Assignment 3.6 Insurance Requirements 
 

 
What are your legal obligations if you are involved in a crash? 
 
Use your Driver Manual to answer questions 1‐9 
 
List the four things you must do if you have a traffic crash or collision:  
 

1. ________________________________ 

2. ________________________________ 

3. ________________________________ 

4. ________________________________ 

The law requires you to file an accident report if:  

5. ________________________________________________________________________ 

6. ________________________________________________________________________ 

7. ________________________________________________________________________ 

8. ________________________________________________________________________ 

9. ________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Your Family Coverage 
 

10. Where is the insurance card and registration in the vehicle you drive? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

11. What is the name of your insurance carrier? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

12. What types of coverage do you have? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Do you have an emergency kit? What is included in the kit? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

14. What other things can you do to be prepared in case of a crash or lawsuit? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Recommend in this case to 
import text from word using 
copy/paste. Use Edit: find/
change: saved Queries: “remove 
trailing white space” and 
“multiple space to single space” 
to clean up the type.

FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 4 Find, Solve, Control

Perceptual Skill Development
Good Driving Habit #5: Zone Control Searching9

FIND Open or Closed line-of-sight and path-of-travel zone changes. Check other zones 
for additional information.

The Key to Perception - Ask the Right Question
Do you know you can drive blind even with 
your eyes wide open? When you look at 
something, you might not see it for what 
it actually is unless you become aware of 
it with your mind. Your eyes take in the 
images, but it’s your mind that gives those 
images meaning.

FIND the human face hidden in the  
photo of the tiger.

To develop accurate perceptual skills, you need to know where to search and exactly 
what to search for. When you know where and what you’re looking for, your chances 
of finding it are pretty good.

Target Area Searching
To find driving-related information early, 
search from one target area to the next 
with your central vision. Keep track of 
your surroundings with your fringe. As 
each new target area comes into view, ask 
yourself, “How’s the target area? Open 
or Closed?” Filter out non-driving related 
things - they can become dangerous 
distractions if you let them.

Time for in-class practice for in-car mastery.

Time is a Gift
The opportunity to get information 
early is a gift that some drivers don’t 
always take full advantage of. Experts 
say more than 80% of crashes could 
be avoided if drivers had only one 
additional second of time. The earlier 
you find good information, the more 
time and space you have to make good 
decisions and take the best actions.

During class, try this “test” to cultivate your risk management skills!

To see with perception is to attach meaning to what you see.

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 4 Overview and Notes
Ch 4 Lesson Plans, Activities

Video Activity: 
Target Area Searching Practice 

Interactive PPT Activity:
Time to Search 

9. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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FYI: Important Notes, 
Prompts, and Points

Chapter 4 Find, Solve, Control

Judging Space in Time
Your ability to measure space in seconds helps manage 
all kinds of situations. For example, when you know 
how many seconds it takes to drive across a street 
and how long it takes approaching cars to reach your 
location, you’ll know whether you need to wait or go. 
First, find a timing device that measures seconds. Now 
use it to practice counting aloud; “1001, 1002, 1003…”. 
You can’t use a timing device in the car, so count it out 
accurately. How long will it take you to walk to the mail 
box, the kitchen sink, or TV remote? Take a guess, and 
then count how long it actually takes.

During your next class, you’ll practice the same counting routine. Be ready to 
measure space in seconds for several different situations!

Three Searching Ranges
The Target Area Range isn’t associated with time; it’s as far 
ahead as you can see. To get a clear picture of what’s coming 
up in your future, see conditions in the target area as open or 
closed as early as possible.

The 15-Second Range is where you solve problems effectively. 
First, check other zones to see what your options are. Then get 
the best lane position and speed control in order to achieve the 
lowest degree of risk.

The 4-Second Danger Zone is where you get a final update of 
how you are controlling your path-of-travel; make sure your 
solutions still work before entering this space. This is your last 
opportunity to get the best control of your speed and position 
before reaching the 2-second point of no return. That’s the 
point where you are unable to stop before entering that space.

The Key Question for Perception is… 
Training your mind to see zone conditions as open or closed is more important than 
just steering for a target. Seeing open and closed conditions in the target area, and 
zone conditions to the left, front, and right, in each searching range, will give you the 
time you need to manage the space you intend to occupy before you actually get 
there. Use your entire field of view and quick glances away from and to the target area 
to FIND open and closed zones. 

Open or Closed?
As your teacher presents different situations, shout out 
the zone condition and hold up the flash card that matches 
that condition. It happens pretty fast, so get ready.

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

minute 
lesson40 Be careful what you think,  

your thoughts become your actions.

Take a Guess Activity: How 
long will it take a classmate to 
walk across the room? Ask for 
a volunteer to move from one 
side of the room to the other. 
Take a guess, then count. Yes, 
you need to count aloud! 
Don’t be shy.

Video Activity: 
Measuring time in space. 
Have students count aloud 
to determine the amount of 
time each situation takes. 

Students: 
A Closed Zone is space with 
ANY line-of-sight or path-of-
travel restriction or blockage.
An Open Zone is space with 
NO line-of-sight or path-of-
travel restriction, you can 
see 15 seconds ahead, and 
you have 4 seconds or more 
following time. 

Rehearsal Activity: 
Open or Closed Zones? 

Homework:
Complete HA 4.1 - Judging 
Space in Seconds

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Chapter 4 Find, Solve, Control

The Zone Control System

Good Driving Habit #6: Take Zone Control Actions10

SOLVE by first checking related zones for options, and then getting the best lane 
position, speed control, and communication while 15 seconds away. CONTROL the 
4-second zone by re-evaluating conditions. Prepare to make adjustments before you 
get there. Know your point of no return.

SOLVE: Get More Information
Once you FIND an open or closed zone, 
check one or more zones for additional 
information. When the front is closed, check 
the rear. On a simple two-lane roadway, if 
the left front is closed, check the right front. 
But, on a multilane roadway, if the right front 
is closed, you may need to check to left front 
and left rear zones to get all the information 
you need to make the best choices. 

A little practice makes it easy!

SOLVE: Create Time and Space
You’ll make one or two new decisions every second you’re driving. 
Each will be based on the information you’ve found or failed to 
get, and each will result in an action: steer, brake, accelerate, and 
communicate. Your best lane position options include these 5 
side positions you’ve seen before and the front and rear positions 
you’ll use in different situations. Your best speed control options 
include these slowing and going options: off gas, cover brake, 
apply brake, maintain speed, and increase speed (but never into 
a closed zone). The speed options you choose will affect your 
front and sometimes rear positions, how quickly you drive into a 
situation, and, of course, vehicle balance. Other drivers will read 
your actions to determine your intentions. 

Other space management principles to use for this practice: 
1. Keep the most open space away from the worst problem. 
2. When left and right zones are closed, take lane position 1.
3. Anytime lane position 1 is required, reduce speed.

CONTROL: Re-evaluate the 4-second Danger Zone
FIND, SOLVE & CONTROL again! 

Before you enter that space, be sure your solutions work. 

Time to Practice!

Zone Control is a system of processing information to create the time and space 
necessary to prevent collisions, close calls, and misunderstandings.

4.2 The Zone Control System

minute 
lesson20 Never try to solve the problems all at once - make 

them line up for you one-by-one.

Ticket to Concept 4.2 - Key

Students:
Have your Ticket to Concept 
4.2 completed. Be ready to 
examine your answers.

Student Note:
A related zone can be an 
opposite zone or more than 
one opposite zone. In the case 
of a line-of-sight blockage, 
the related zone to check is 
around that blockage. You 
need that information to know 
the condition of your intended 
path-of-travel.

Rehearsal Activity: 
Lane Position Activity

Rehearsal Activity: 
Zone Control 

10. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.

For this lesson 
you will need:

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Chapter 4 Find, Solve, Control

Hill & Forward Angle Parks

You’ve already learned how to exit the flow of traffic and park at your right side limit. 
You’ll need those skills and more when parking on hills and in angle spaces.

Prep for Class
Go to your driver manual, and research the places 
where parking is and is not permitted. During class 
you’ll take a short drive to identify places where you 
can and can’t park.

When you spot a space, shout it out!

Hill Parking
Exit traffic and use the right side limit 
reference point to get within legal distance of 
the edge of the roadway. Stop smoothly. To 
check the slope of the roadway, shift to N and 
let your car roll a little. If it rolls backward, 
you’re on an uphill grade. If it rolls forward, 
you’re pointed downhill. Turn your wheel the 
correct direction. If the car should move on 
its own while you are away, you want it to roll 
away from the street or into, but not over, 
the curb.

Here’s a little more information.

Angle Parking
You’ll find 45° angle spaces or 90° spaces in 
parking lots and on some city streets. In narrow 
lots, driving areas are one-way; knowing and 
using reference points will help you manage 
these tight spaces. Wider lots allow for two-
way traffic flow. In all cases, backing out is risky. 
Other traffic and pedestrians are hard to see. 
You can minimize the exiting risks by backing 
into a 90° space. In some areas you’ll find back-
in only 45° spaces, but that’s in a later chapter.

It’s time to discover the reference points you’ll use to angle park.

Once you know what it looks like on paper, you’ll  
watch a short video demonstration.

If you’re going to drive from one place to another, eventually you’ll have to park. 
Parking on hills or in angle spaces are both simple parking maneuvers.

4.3 Hill & Forward Angle Parks

minute 
lesson60

Chapter 4 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 5.3

Video Activity:
Identify legal and illegal places 
to park.

Think This Through Activity: 
Where would you go if your 
car was to roll? 
Before opening the 
PowerPoint, have students 
lean forward and back in their 
seats and imagine which way 
their car would roll if it were 
facing up and down hill. Which 
way do you want it to roll? 
What do you think will stop 
the car from rolling?

WS 4.3 Reference Point 
Discovery Activity:
Forward Angle Parking 

Video Demonstration:
Angle parking

Chapter 4 Exit Exam

Homework:
Read Playbook Chapter 5
Ticket to Concept 5.3

For this lesson 
you will need:

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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ORPC 2013         HA 4.1 Judging Space in Seconds 

Homework Assignment 4.1 ‐ Judging Space in Seconds 
 
   
Name: _______________________________________         Date: _______________ 
 
 
Objective: Gain the ability to convert distance into seconds in various situations.  
 
Activity Directions: 

a. Complete this assignment as a pedestrian and as a passenger in your family vehicle. 
b. In each situation listed below, make a guess as to how many seconds it will take to reach your goal and write it 

down. 
c. As you begin the task, count 1001, 1002, 1003… and so on until you have completed the task. Then record the 

number of seconds it actually took to reach your goal. 
 

1. As a pedestrian 

How many seconds will it take to cross the street at a normal walking pace? _____ Seconds  

How many seconds did it actually take? _____ Seconds 

 

2. As a passenger 

How many seconds will it take to drive straight through a residential intersection? _____ Seconds  

How many seconds did it actually take? _____ Seconds 

 

3. As a passenger 

How many seconds will it take to complete a stopped right turn? _____ Seconds  

How many seconds did it actually take? _____ Seconds 

 

4. As a passenger 

How many seconds will it take to complete a moving right turn? _____ Seconds  

How many seconds did it actually take? _____ Seconds 

 

5. As a passenger 

How many seconds will it take to complete a stopped left turn? _____ Seconds  

How many seconds did it actually take? _____ Seconds 

 

6. As a passenger 

How many seconds will it take to complete a moving left turn? _____ Seconds  

How many seconds did it actually take? _____ Seconds 
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Chapter 5 You Control the Intersection

Communication Options

Good Driving Habit #10: Interact Courteously with Others11

Reduce stress and empower yourself and others by being courteous and cooperative. 
Send and receive communication in a timely and positive manner. 

Send and Receive Clear Messages
There are several communication options you can use 
alone or in combination to send messages to others. 
Good communication skills show others your courtesy, 
respect, and cooperation and encourage them to 
do the same. Timely communications take place 
early enough for others to see and respond to your 
messages. For example, signaling five seconds ahead, 
braking early, and moving to LP3 as you approach an 
intersection clearly tell others you intend to turn right.

Here’s a creative look at sending and receiving communications.

Communication Options
Use your headlights to be seen and to warn of impending 
danger. Tap your brakes, and the lights will warn traffic 
approaching fast from the rear. Use lane position and 
speed adjustments to indicate your intent to turn, change 
lanes, and to warn others of upcoming blockages. Your 
reverse lights, hazard lights, and horn are warning devices. 
Use a friendly tap of the horn only when you need to be 
seen; a blaring honk is rude. If your turn signals aren’t 
working, use hand signals, but NEVER use inappropriate 
gestures. They cause BIG problems. 

Practice using hand signals.

The Golden Rule
Be Nice! Competitive or aggressive interactions 
cause others to react abruptly and increase the 
chances of a collision or road rage incident. Be 
willing to give others the space and time they need 
to maneuver. Empty space is so easy to create; it’s 
just not worth getting all worked up over. Even the 
most subtle communication requires a courteous 
response. Treat every driver with the same respect 
you desire, and it will be returned to you. 

How would you handle these situations?

Effective communications can SOLVE potential problems and  
prevent conflicts with other roadway users.

5.1 Communication Options

minute 
lesson30 Poor communication is at the root 

of most personal conflicts.

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 5 Overview and Notes
Ch 5 Lesson Plans, Activities

Communication Options: 
“The City” video clip

Students: 
Take the time to communicate 
clearly and early, but never 
assume your communications 
are understood. Search the 
appropriate zones and wait 
to be sure any other vehicles 
are doing what the drivers 
indicate; that’s getting a 
commitment. 
Don’t be surprised if a few 
drivers treat you poorly; 
never return that rudeness or 
engage such a driver in any 
way. Just know, mean people 
are lame and you’re not.

Physical Practice Activity:
After the video, practice using 
hand and arm signals.

Rehearsal PPT Activity: 
Practice sending and receiving 
communication.

11. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 5 You Control the Intersection

Approaching Intersections

Good Driving Habit #7: Control Intersections12

FIND line-of-sight or path-of-travel zone conditions at intersections. SOLVE and 
CONTROL conditions by checking for clear left, front, and right zones before you enter. 
When the front is closed, reduce your speed to time your arrival into an open zone.

It only takes a few seconds…
…to successfully control an intersection or 
mismanage one. It only takes a second to 
lose a second chance. The driver of this Buick 
was traveling in the right lane on a multi-lane 
arterial and his right turn signal was on. The 
truck was on a parallel path in the left lane, 
traveling in or near the Buick’s blind spot, 
when the driver of the Buick turned LEFT! This 
fatal crash happened in the blink of an eye.

Things go bad quickly! Watch this clip for another example. 

Find Intersections
An intersection is a place where two or more 
roads come together. They can be any shape. 
Most are controlled with lights or signs and 
roadway markings. Some are uncontrolled, 
and the rules of the road set yielding 
responsibilities. Search the target area and 
15-second range for intersection clues, 
shapes, and controls. Each can affect line-of-
sight and path-of-travel conditions. 

Here’s more about shapes, clues, and controls.

Solve and Control the 4-Second Danger Zone
Until you re-evaluate conditions, treat every 
intersection as a closed or unstable zone. 
Conflicts can occur anywhere along your 
path from the front, left, right, or rear. Check 
the rear when slowing. Actively search 45° 
when moving or 90° when stopped. Check for 
anything approaching your path, all corners 
for pedestrians, and an open path before any 
turn. Be ready to adjust your speed and/or 
position to control unstable zones.

Ok, it’s your turn to control the intersections.

Intersections are dynamic and sometimes complicated. 30% of crashes happen  
at intersections. You need effective searching habits to prevent problems.

5.2 Approaching Intersections

minute 
lesson60 

Instructors: 
If time allows, the hyperlink 
below provides additional 
information and videos.
Case Studies x 2: Danger 
Zones, Vehicle Mismatch, and 
It’s a 3-Way Street

Running a Red Light:
Observe and discuss what 
goes wrong and how such a 
thing could be prevented.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Identify Intersection Clues and 
Controls. 

Students:
The point of no return is 
the point after which you 
can no longer stop without 
entering a space; for example, 
two seconds away from an 
intersection or line-of-sight 
blockage. Your speed affects 
the amount of space you 
cover per second. At 20 mph a 
car travels almost 30 feet per 
second. At 40 mph it travels 
almost 60 feet per second. 
The slower you approach an 
intersection, the more time 
you’ll have to control it.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Controlling the 4-second 
Danger Zone

Students:
An unstable zone is a 
worsening condition or a 
closed zone that has added 
complications.

12. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 5 You Control the Intersection

5.3 Rear Zone Control

Rear Zone Control

Good Driving Habit #8: Get Rear Zone Control13

When your foot goes on the brake, check the inside rear-view mirror. Before moving 
to either side, check the outside rear-view mirror and the blind spot. Check all mirrors 
before backing.

Four Common Conflicts
80% of rear-end impacts are caused by four 
common conflicts: driving in a line of traffic, a 
traffic jam, a vehicle stopped at a traffic light, 
and a vehicle just about to turn left. The skid 
marks in this photo are evidence that even 
experienced drivers pick up information late - 
when they’re trapped in the 4-second danger 
zone. That leads to late, hard braking actions 
and worse. Some brake too lightly or fail to 
apply the brake at all! Think it can’t happen to 
you? Think again. 

Check out these rear-end collisions.

Rear Zone Conditions
A stable rear zone condition is when no vehicle is gaining 
on you. An open rear zone is when no vehicle is following 
closer than four seconds and you have at least 15 seconds 
of visible space to the rear. A closed rear zone is when a 
vehicle is following closer than four seconds or blocking 
your view. An unstable condition exists with any quickly 
approaching vehicle.

Grab your cards - it’s time to practice!

When to Check Rear Zones
After seeing a closed or unstable condition in 
any front zone, and before you take an action, 
check related rear zones. Use your mirrors 
before and after you brake, before and after 
you turn or change lanes, and while you’re 
stopped in traffic. Then, to increase your 
control of the rear and front zones, use the 
best speed, lane position, and communication.

Let’s do some mental rehearsing. What actions will you take?

To best control your front zone, you must control the rear. To minimize the 
chances of being rear-ended, you must be aware of rear zone conditions.

Ticket to Concept 5.3 - Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
5.3 completed. Be ready to 
examine your answers. 

Students: 
To control the rear zone, make 
it a habit to search the target 
area and 15-second ranges. 
Keep four or more seconds 
of open space ahead. Brake 
early and close in gradually. 
When a fast moving vehicle is 
closing in from the rear, tap 
your brake to get the driver’s 
attention and be ready to 
adjust your lane position to 
create passing space. And 
remember, your blind spots 
are in the left and right rear 
zones. 

Video Examples: 
Rear-End Collisions

Interactive PPT Activity:
There are two parts to this 
activity. The first is practice 
getting accurate information 
very quickly based on specific 
questions about the face of 
an analog clock. The second is 
practice determining rear zone 
conditions also in a very short 
amount of time.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
You control the rear zones. 
Use the same flash cards.

minute 
lesson30 

13. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 5 You Control the Intersection

Stopping in Traffic

Good Driving Habit #9: Get Control with Vehicle in Front14

Identify the need to stop and close in gradually. When stopped behind a vehicle, see 
its rear tires touching the road. When traveling at the same speed, keep four or more 
seconds of following time.

Close in Gradually
When you close in gradually, you’re keeping 
open space to the front for a longer period 
of time. You’re able to brake more lightly, 
communicate early, save wear and tear on 
your brakes, burn less fuel, and reduce the 
chances of a skidding crash. Let’s compare 
charging a closed zone to closing in gradually.

Stop to See Tires Touch Ground
When you must stop in a line of traffic, keep 
about 15 feet of space between you and 
the vehicle in front. That space gives you an 
escape route to avoid a rear-end collision or 
a vehicle break-down. The space is judged 
by being able to see the front vehicle’s rear 
tires meeting the pavement.

Monitor the Rear
To reduce the risk of being hit from the 
rear while you’re stopped, monitor the rear 
zone for fast approaching cars. Continue to 
check the rear until at least two vehicles are 
stopped behind you. Like sand barrels, they 
absorb the force of impact. As more cars 
stop behind you, the risk of injury from a 
rear impact decreases. 

Delay Your Start Just Two Seconds
It takes an average driver one second to 
move. With four cars in front of you, it will 
take four seconds for the line in front of 
you to move. Whether you’re first in line 
or stopped behind another vehicle, delay 
moving for two seconds. That gives you time 
to be sure it is safe to proceed and begins to 
establish your four-second following time.

Your awareness of how to control space while stopping in traffic requires that you 
see and control events to the front and rear of your vehicle.

5.4 Stopping in Traffic

minute 
lesson60 

Chapter 5 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 6.4

Comparison Activity: 
Charging vs. Gradual 
Approach. What is gained? 
What is lost?

Students:
Charging closed zones
increases your closure rate 
and closes your space to the 
front very quickly. This action 
compromises vehicle balance 
because braking actions are 
late and hard. That forces 
cars in the rear zone to take 
the same late, hard-braking 
actions, which increases your 
chance of being rear-ended. 

Consider This: 
What is the difference 
between these three stop 
locations, and when do you 
use each?

Staggered Stop
Legal Stop
Safety Stop

Video Example: 
Sand Barrels

Video Examples:
What do you gain when you 
delay your start? 

Consider This: 
Does a two-second delay give 
you enough time to search 
left, front, and right before 
you use the gas? Let’s see.

Chapter 5 Exit Exam

Homework:
Read Playbook Chapter 6
Ticket to Concept 6.4

Sand Barrels

14. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 6 Space Management

Timing Lights & Turns

Changing Red Lights to Green
Timing a light is simply seeing the closed 
zone in your target area and reducing your 
speed to arrive at the intersection when 
the light is green. When you can time your 
approach to arrive at a green, there are 
fewer chances for conflict to the front and 
rear. Responding early keeps you and traffic 
behind you moving, decreases your chance 
of being rear-ended, and reduces the time 
you’ll wait for the light to change to green.

Time to practice timing traffic lights!

Stale Green, Solid Yellow & Point of No Return
You won’t be able to time every light to arrive 
on a new green. A stale green light is an old, 
unstable light that’s been green for a long time 
and will soon change to yellow. Be ready to 
stop as you approach. If it changes to yellow 
before you reach the point of no return, stop. If 
it’s still green, maintain your speed, search, and 
proceed. The point of no return is where you 
can no longer stop without entering that space 
- two seconds away.

 Can you find stale greens and judge the point of no return? Let’s find out.

Red Lights, Green Lights & Flashing Yellow Arrows
Every turn at a traffic light is a risky 4-second 
danger zone. The most dangerous is a left 
turn where you must stop to yield. When 
your light is a solid green ball or a flashing 
yellow arrow, the oncoming traffic has a 
green light too. Stopping increases the 
chance of a rear-end collision. To minimize 
conflicts, try to arrive alone so you can 
complete your left turn without stopping. 
When you must stop, you have to know 
where to wait and what to watch for.

Now take a closer look at turns, left and right; 
check the rear, find a gap, check your path, check the light.

Creating open space to the front can eliminate the need to stop, keeps traffic 
moving, and reduces your chance of being involved in a rear-end collision.

6.1 Timing Lights & Turns

minute 
lesson20

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 6 Overview and Notes
Ch 6 Lesson Plans, Activities

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Captivate - Timing Traffic 
Lights. a and b cards needed.

Mental Rehearsal Activity: 
Stale greens, solid yellows, 
and the point of no return. a 
and b cards needed.

Students: 
Caution - the point of no 
return also applies to line-
of-sight blockages. If you 
reach the 2-second mark 
without reducing your speed 
and a pedestrian steps from 
between two parked cars into 
your path, you won’t have the 
time you need to stop.

Consider This: 
The law requires you stop for 
yellow lights unless it is unsafe 
to do so. What conditions 
would make a stop at a yellow 
light unsafe? 

PPT Demonstrations: 
A little more information 
about the risks and 
responsibilities of turning at 
lights

Students: 
When you must stop, check 
the rear before you brake; 
tap your brake pedal to alert 
following traffic. 
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Chapter 6 Space Management

Precision Lane Changes

You’ve learned how to find open, closed, and unstable conditions to the front and rear 
of your vehicle and how to use lane position to communicate with others. You’ll need 
these skills to master a precision lane change.

You Need a Reason to Change Lanes
A precision lane change is the process of moving your 
car left or right (laterally) into or out of an adjacent 
lane. You’ve already experienced several different 
types of lane changes. The behaviors you learn in this 
lesson will minimize the unique risks associated with 
changing lanes. Use the notepad on the right to list 
situations that would make a lane change necessary.

This clip shows several situations that require a lateral move.

Changing Lanes with Precision
Use this sequence of behaviors to perform a 
precision lane change: check front and rear zones 
for an open/stable gap; use the turn signal and 
your lane position to communicate your intentions 
and request cooperation from others; check your 
side mirror and blind spot; aim to the target area 
and keep a shallow angle as you move; maintain 
speed - don’t slow unnecessarily; cancel your 
signal; re-evaluate the rear zone; get the best lane 
position and speed control options.

Here are two examples of precision lane changes.

Be Alert for Common Dangers!
During the searching process, several situations can develop 
that will require you to abort a lane change. Vehicles entering 
or exiting the roadway, changing lanes, or moving at a high rate 
of speed can change a scene quickly. Those unstable conditions 
can take place in any of the six zones around your vehicle. To 
prevent a close call or collision, you must first see a zone as 
unstable and then be willing to wait until conditions are open 
or stable before attempting to move to your desired lane.

You’re the driver of the red car in the graphic on the right, and 
you’re planning a lane change. What problems do you see? 
How would you solve them?

During this activity, you’ll get more practice solving lane change problems.

A lane change can be a risky maneuver, especially in heavy traffic or at highway 
speeds. Accurate perception is the key to managing those risks.

6.2 Precision Lane Changes

minute 
lesson20 

Think & Share Activity:
After students give their 
reasons for lane changes, play 
video montage. It may inspire 
further discussion.

Video Demonstration: 
Precision Lane Changes

Consider This: 
Did you see a reason to abort 
a lane change in the previous 
video? What was the problem, 
and how was it solved?

Interactive PPT Activity: 
Reasons to Postpone or Abort 
a Lane Change
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Chapter 6 Space Management

Pedestrians and Cyclists

Pedestrians are Everywhere!
All of us are pedestrians at some point. 
You can probably recall a close encounter 
with a vehicle. Children are particularly 
vulnerable and depend upon us to keep 
them safe when they are on or near the 
road. If you’re approaching a crosswalk 
and stopped traffic is blocking your view, 
the crosswalk is probably occupied – be 
prepared to stop!

Here’s why.

Do You Have to Yield?
There are pedestrian safety zones at every 
intersection. Yield to waiting pedestrians 
at all marked and unmarked crosswalks. 
Pedestrians can be difficult to see, 
especially at night or in bad weather. When 
you’re approaching any crosswalk, cover 
the brake, ready to stop. Joggers, cyclists, 
and children can be unpredictable. And if 
you’re walking, don’t imagine you have the 
right of way; that’s just a myth.

Here’s a little more information.

What’s the Law?
When turning at a traffic light, you must wait until the pedestrian has cleared your 
lane plus 6 feet of the next lane. In all other situations wait for the pedestrian to clear 
your lane plus the entire next lane before proceeding. When making a right turn on 
a red light, search for foot traffic in all directions for an open path. But remember, in 
Oregon, when your view is blocked, you may not stop in the crosswalk.

So Here’s the Bottom Line
Anytime you’re driving, expect to encounter 
pedestrians who may or may not step into 
your path. Remember, you have a legal and 
moral obligation to keep them safe even 
when they do the wrong things.

Now practice interacting with pedestrians.  
It’s your job to decide what actions to take.

Interacting with other roadways users, such as pedestrians and bicyclists, can 
sometimes be challenging. You need to be extra alert when they are present!

6.3 Pedestrians and Cyclists

Discussion Question:
What types of places will you 
find pedestrians failing to use 
crosswalks?

Video: 
Teen Crosswalk Sting

Students: 
Put Your Best Foot Forward
Use the QR code or link below 
to access A Survival Guide for 
Pedestrians.

http://www.oregon.gov/
ODOT/TS/docs/pedestrian/
TSD5-103%20Ped%20
Safety%20Bro_CR-low.pdf

Video: 
Traffic Myth - Pedestrians

Students: 
Stop and remain stopped for a 
blind pedestrian using a white 
cane or a guide dog until 
the pedestrian is completely 
across the road.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Interacting with pedestrians
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A Popular Mode of Recreation and Transportation
Bicyclists are officially recognized roadway 
users and have the same responsibilities as 
any driver, but they’re small, hard to see, and 
are more vulnerable in a crash than motorists. 
Small children are especially vulnerable. 
Experienced riders maintain constant balance 
and don’t like to interrupt their momentum. 
Their speed can range from 10-15 mph on flat 
ground and up to 50 mph on downhill grades. 
All riders can be very unpredictable. 

Here’s one example of why you need to be on the lookout for cyclists.

Line-of-Sight Problems 
List some elements of the car and the 
driving environment that could block 
your view of a pedestrian or bicyclist.

Four Common Driver Errors
There are four common mistakes drivers make that 
can seriously injure or even kill a rider. To avoid a Right 
Hook, check the conditions of your rear and right rear 
zones and yield to any cyclist before turning right. To 
avoid a Left Hook, search for and yield to all oncoming 
traffic including cyclists prior to turning left. To avoid a 
Curb Cut, search for and yield to riders traveling in the 
street or on the sidewalk before exiting any driveway, 
parking lot, or alleyway. To avoid Dooring an unseen 
cyclist when exiting your vehicle, check conditions of 
the rear and your blind spot before you swing the car 
door open. The only way to be sure your path is open 
before you move is to actually look first!

A collision with any rider can be a tragic, life-ending, life-changing event.

Space Management 
Managing space effectively requires you to 
first actively search for ANY line-of-sight or 
path-of-travel problem and then check the 
related zones. It’s legal for cyclists to occupy 
an entire driving lane. Treat them with 
courtesy and respect. When it’s safe to pass a 
bicyclist, pass only on the left.  Create enough 
side space between your vehicle and the bike 
to prevent any contact with the cyclist that 
may fall into the lane of traffic. 

Now it’s your turn to manage the space you share with cyclists.

6.3 Pedestrians and Cyclists

minute 
lesson30 

Video Demonstration: 
Be on the lookout…

Students: 
Safe Bicycling Tips. Use the 
QR code or link below to 
access helpful tips for cyclists.

http://bicycleanchorage.org/
wordpress/resources/safe-
bicycling-tips/

Students:
If you just “look for cars,” you 
might not see other types of 
vehicles, including bicycles 
and even very large vehicles 
like buses and trucks. That’s 
called attention blindness. 
Yikes!

 
Ghost Bike Video: 
A Ghost Bike is a roadside 
memorial placed in memory of 
a cyclist that was killed at that 
location.

Consider This:
It is illegal to pass any vehicle 
that is traveling at or above 
the speed limit, even a 
bike. Just keep four or more 
seconds of following space.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Interacting with cyclists

Ghost Bike
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Distracted Driving

Attention Blindness
Every distraction seriously diminishes your 
awareness of your surroundings. When you’re 
engaged in an activity that takes your mind 
off the driving task, your ability to make good 
decisions and take appropriate actions is 
compromised. Even a distraction of only a few 
seconds can put you or those around you in 
harm’s way. All too often, driving distracted 
results in shocking surprises, near-misses, and 
collisions that could have been prevented.

Here’s a short video. It makes the point pretty well.

Can Drivers Multitask?
The human brain is fast, but recent research 
shows people can’t multitask like they think they 
can. Instead, attention shifts quickly from one 
task to another. Similar tasks have to compete 
to use the same part of the brain. Drivers who 
say they can simultaneously perform multiple 
activities well are deluding themselves.

Let’s test that out with the next activity.

Brainstorm Types of Distractions
One of today’s most frequently seen distractions (find the hidden prize on this page) 
is cell phone use, but there are many temptations. Brainstorm with your class all the 
different distractions you can think of. Don’t forget passenger actions and distractions 
from outside the car too. Come up with ways to get drivers to put down their cell 
phones and drive. Then share your ideas with the class.

So What Will You Do?
In the end, it is up to you to make good 
decisions about how you’ll perform behind 
the wheel. You know what the law requires 
and whom it is designed to protect. What’s 
the worst thing that could happen? Think 
about that before you give in to the 
temptation to talk, text, or engage in other 
distracting behaviors while you’re driving.

Let’s practice dealing with a couple of difficult scenarios.

Distractions come in many forms. They focus your mind on things outside the 
driving task and put you and others in serious danger.

6.4 Distracted Driving

minute 
lesson20 

Ticket to Concept 6.4 - Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
6.4 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses.

Discussion Question: 
What are the cell phone use 
laws while driving? 

Teens Health: 
Use the QR code or link 
below to access 5 Ways to 
Stop Texting.

http://kidshealth.org/teen/
your_mind/problems/no_
texting.html

Rehearsal Activity:
UK Think Driving Challenge

AT&T It Can Wait: 
There is a ton of fun stuff you 
can access with the QR code 
or link below. Download a cell 
phone app that tells friends 
you’re busy driving, try an 
awesome driving simulator, 
check out great videos, and 
more.

http://itcanwait.com/

Choose Your Own Future 
Activity: Cell Phones

For this lesson 
you will need:
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Back-in Parking Maneuvers

Back to Your Advantage
Team up with a classmate. List as many advantages of backing into a parking space as 
you can. Be prepared to share your ideas after we watch the parking videos. 

Shared Elements
These parks have several elements in common.  
Each requires that you use: 

• the same approach - signal, apply the brake, approach 
slowly, and use a side position 3 feet away

• an inching speed
• a 45° angle
• the rear pivot point
• a target in the center of your space

Back-in Angle Parking
1. Approach: What’s the best speed?
2. Pull beyond the space, stop, shift to reverse, search, and 

yield. 
3. Target the center of your space; when your pivot point 

aligns with the edge of your space, turn right. Straighten 
your wheels, stop smoothly, and secure your car.

Back-in Perpendicular Parking
1. Approach: What’s the appropriate communication?
2. Stop when your body is aligned with the space. 
3. Target 45° left and turn tires fully left to get on target. 
4. Shift to reverse, target the center of your space, use the 

pivot point, and turn fully right. When perpendicular, 
turn wheel straight, inch to the rear limit, and secure car.

Parallel Parking
1. Approach: What’s the side position reference point?
2. Pull beyond the space, stop, shift to reverse, search, and 

yield.
3. When your pivot point aligns with the bumper of the car 

you’re parking behind, turn fully right, toward the space, 
and back to a 45° angle.

4. Straighten your wheels to the left and continue backing 
straight, toward your target. Check for front clearance. 

5. As your left pivot point aligns with the car behind you, 
turn fully left, toward the roadway. 
Time to show what you know about backing parks.

Back-in parks can seem hard even to experienced drivers, but with good speed 
control and correct reference point use, it is simpler than you’d expect.

6.5 Back-in Parking Maneuvers

minute 
lesson30 

For this lesson 
you will need:

6.5 Model Roadway
Small model cars

Students:
Keep the shared elements 
and parking procedures in 
mind as you watch each 
demonstration.

Video Demonstrations:
Back-in Parking Maneuvers

Model Roadway Activity: 
Choose one parking maneuver 
(or more if you have the 
time). Break into groups of 
two or three. Have students 
take turns demonstrating and 
supervising one behavior at a 
time as listed on the roadway 
sheet. 
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Attitudes and Emotions

The people you spend time with play a significant role in shaping your emotions and 
attitudes. Your outlook on the day will begin before you ever enter a vehicle. One way 
or another, it will be passed on to others. Every driver is responsible for operating their 
vehicle in a manner that is cooperative and causes no harm.

Angry Drivers
Road rage is defined as an act or action taken by drivers 
who lose control of their emotions. This is usually 
triggered by some traffic incident. The emotionally-
charged driver then uses their vehicle to “attack” 
others. If confronted, avoid the driver, stay in your car, 
and lock the doors. Drive to a public place (seek the 
help of police), but do not drive to your home.

Here’s a little more specific information.

Don’t Engage
To avoid these types of incidents, do not make eye 
contact, honk your horn, make rude hand gestures, 
or perform any kind of contentious act. Drive your 
own car; make your own decisions. Be a courteous 
driver. Always use your turn indicators, and turn 
them off when you have completed your maneuver.

Here’s just one example of a “contentious” driver!

Other strong emotions can affect your driving too!
Extreme emotions of any kind, positive or negative, increase the chance that you 
won’t pay close attention to the driving scene around you. It only takes a second to 
miss a warning sign or to miss a glimpse of danger out of the corner of your eye. As 
a result of your mood, you may also take more driving risks than you normally would 
when you’re calm, relaxed, and alert. Stress, fear, anxiety, and other emotional states 
of mind can and will impair your driving ability.

Chill Out - Exercise Emotional Health
When you’re driving, keep your cool. Controlling your 
emotions will help to ensure a safe and enjoyable 
trip for you and your passengers. Not all drivers show 
physical rage. Be on the lookout for drivers who are 
going too fast, following too close, or driving erratically. 
Create lots of space and time for yourself and others.

One more short video to see and hear.

Your thoughts, feelings, opinions, and character traits will have a positive or 
negative impact on every roadway user.

6.6 Attitudes and Emotions

minute 
lesson60 Surround yourself with happy, kind people.

Chapter 6 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 7.3

Consider This:
Think about the wide range 
of emotions and attitudes you 
see in your home and at your 
school. For each attribute 
listed below, decide whether 
it would have a positive (P) 
or negative (N) influence on a 
driver, their passengers, and 
other roadway users.
□ Overjoyed
□ Depressed
□ Dramatic
□ Hostile
□ Happy
□ Patient
□ Worried
□ Bossy
□ Arrogant
□ Empathetic 
□ Amused 
□ Secure
□ Exhilarated
□ Bumptious
□ Amazed
□ Scared
□ Apathetic
□ Hysterical 
□ Pleased
□ Compassionate
□ Bored

Chapter 6 Exit Exam

Homework:
Read Playbook Chapter 7
Ticket to Concept 7.3
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Responding to Laws

Traffic Laws Protect You and Others
Rules are specifically written with the public’s 
safety in mind. There are some violations that 
are pretty common. You’ve seen them. Think 
about the laws your own family members and 
other drivers regularly break. Some drivers 
willfully choose to break the law, while others 
do so absent mindedly. Either way, you break 
a law, and you’re choosing to put yourself and 
others at risk.

Let’s look at some of the most common laws drivers admit breaking, the  
violations that often cause collisions, and some of the most expensive fines.

Distinct Vehicle Interactions
You often share the roadway with school 
buses, city buses, and several different types 
of emergency response vehicles. Some you 
see occasionally, others more often. Each has 
distinct lights to warn and remind drivers to 
take an appropriate action, and you probably 
know how to respond, at least most of the 
time. Try solving this scenario on your own:

You’re stopped in a line of traffic at a red light and see yellow flashing lights behind 
you. What type of vehicle could it be? Does it have a siren? How should you respond?

Time to practice managing other distinct vehicle scenarios.

Traffic Laws: New and Review
When driving in complex areas, the time 
you have to gather, process, and respond to 
information is limited. You usually don’t get a 
“do-over” when you encounter a confusing or 
unfamiliar situation or event. When you know 
the laws and you’re able to create time and 
space, you can respond more easily to heavy 
traffic and numerous traffic lights, lanes, 
signs, and markings.

Try solving some of these complicated situations.

In earlier lessons, you learned how to identify signs, signals, and pavement 
markings. The question now is do you know the correct response?

7.1 Responding to Laws

minute 
lesson60 

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 7 Overview and Notes
Ch 7 Lesson Plans, Activities

You will also need:
Game Show Host Notes
Print Host Notes - they are 
your key for Violations Game. 

Interactive PPT Activity: 
Violations Family Feud Game

Students: 
Traffic laws are designed to 
help all roadway users move 
safely from one place to 
another and prevent conflicts 
and collisions. When a police 
officer pulls you over for 
violating a law, he or she is 
protecting you and the public 
by preventing a collision in the 
making. 

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Distinct Vehicles

Interactive PPT Activity: 
Responding to Laws
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Chapter 7 The Science of Driving

Cur ves and Hil ls

So, what’s the problem?
Well, curves aren’t straight and hills aren’t 
flat. Curves and hills block your view. The 
laws of physics come into play in a big 
way. Inertia challenges the natural path 
of the vehicle. Momentum and vehicle 
roll forces place a high demand on your 
vehicle’s traction. Roadways have different 
compositions and conditions. Short, sharp 
curves require much slower speeds than 
larger ones. 

And there are other complications too. Here’s more information.

Managing Curves
Treat every curve as a closed zone; all 
require you to take some action. See the 
curve in the target area, and be aware of 
surface conditions. To make the best speed 
choice and keep traction control, see the 
radius of the curve. And obey warning 
signs; they’re posted for your protection. To 
approach and negotiate a curve, use a drive 
line that gives you the best view and the 
best separation from closed conditions.

When a braking action is needed, brake before the curve, and hold some pressure 
until your transition peg aligns with the new target area. 

Take a look at drive lines and how to use them.

Approaching Hills
Hillcrests close all the front zones. And 
gravity affects your vehicle on both the 
up and down hill sides. When the right, 
left, and front zones are closed, use lane 
position 1. Near the crest, reduce your 
speed slightly, search over the hill for 
an open path, and adjust lane position 
if needed. Brake or shift to a lower gear 
to offset the force of gravity, and control 
your speed and momentum down a hill.

The most frequent location of single-car crashes for young drivers is a CURVE!

7.2 Curves and Hills

minute 
lesson30 Remember, butterflies, birds, and 

pilots have wings - you DON’T!

Props Needed for Lesson: 
Whiz Ring, Small Model Car, 
Speed Scale (inside back 
cover), Small Rubber Band, 
and a Small Bolt 

Interactive PPT, Videos:
The Problem with Curves

Small Group Experiment: 
Discover how speed, vehicle, 
and load affects control in a 
curve.

Interactive PPT, Video:
Drivelines
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Following Time & Space

Give Up Control
Following too closely blocks your view and 
your ability to plan your own actions. It 
subjects you to the decisions and actions 
of those you are following and numbs 
your value for open space, more time, and 
gradual closure rates. When you tailgate, 
you risk being involved in a preventable 
rear-end collision or skidding crash.

During the next activity, you’ll experience the challenges of tailgating.

Or Create It
In the city, create and keep four seconds 
of following space. At highway speeds, 
increase the distance to six seconds. With 
a limited view caused by road conditions 
or large vehicles, and on slick roads, keep 
even more space. Motorcycles are light 
and need less space to stop than a car. 
Give them lots of room too.

The speed limit is the fastest speed allowed. Be alert for slower moving vehicles 
and adjust your front closure rate. Brake lights and turn signals send important 
messages - respond to them! But remember, drivers can slow without braking, brake 
lights can fail, and some drivers are unpredictable. They might slam on the brakes to 
make a quick turn or pull in front of you when you least expect it. Rebuild four second 
following time by reducing your speed slightly (2 mph will usually do it), and you’ll 
have adequate space when you need it.

Let’s practice managing following time.

Even When Being Followed
If you have a tailgater, keep at least four 
seconds of space in front. Avoid sudden 
moves and abrupt speed adjustments, 
communicate your intentions early, and 
slow gradually. Pull over to the right in 
a safe location and allow the driver to 
pass. Never engage in competitive or 
emotional behaviors.

Look at the photo above; which driver has the best space management? 
Try the “When I Say Stop” activity to see how it all works.

Creating four seconds or more of open space ahead allows you to search beyond 
cars in front so you can control your own actions.

7.3 Following Time & Space

minute 
lesson30 More space and time or less? The choice is always 

yours to make, the risk is always yours to take.

For this lesson 
you will need:

Ticket to Concept 7.3 - Key
“When I Say Stop” cards

Students:
Have your Ticket to Concept 
7.3 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses.

Interactive PPT Activity:
Following Time vs. Steering. 
You’ll need steering wheels for 
this activity.

Interactive Video Activity:
Managing Following Time

Students: 
Remember, to measure 
following time, first select a 
fixed object along the road 
ahead, such as a tree, a sign, 
a shadow, or line. When the 
vehicle ahead of you passes 
the object, begin your count: 
“1001, 1002, 1003...” If you 
reach the object before you 
say “1004,” you’re following 
too closely. 

Consider This: 
Tailgating is dangerous, can be 
considered aggressive driving, 
and can easily be mistaken 
for road rage. In a rear-end 
collision, the tailgating driver 
is usually at fault and held 
liable. 

Walking Car Performance 
Activity: “When I Say Stop”
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Commentary Driving

By now you know that using Zone Control to manage space is pretty simple and quick. 

State the Problem
To begin, find and describe one closed or unstable 
line-of-sight or path-of-travel problem in the target 
area or at least 15 seconds ahead. For example, if you 
see a red traffic light, stop sign, or brake lights in your 
front zone, just say “closed front.”

When you’re driving, if no changes are taking place, make no comments.

State the Solutions
Second, see and describe the conditions 
of any related zones. This step is easy 
to forget, but without it you don’t have 
all the information you need. Then 
state what lane position, speed, and 
communication options you will use.

For example, to solve the “closed front” you might say “unstable rear, tap brake, apply 
brake, lane position 1” (depending on the circumstances of course).

While driving, just take the actions rather than describing them.

4-Second Danger Zones
Reevaluate or recheck zone 
conditions before you enter 
that space. State the zone 
condition and any changes you 
should make in speed, lane 
position, and communication.

On the road, speak only if there’s time; otherwise, take appropriate actions.

Use the Photo on the Right
Talk out loud. 
Describe one zone problem. 
State another zone condition. 
Say what speed, lane position, 
and communication option you would use.

Ok, let’s use pictures that actually 
move to practice and master 

Find, Solve, and Control.

Talking through the process of Find, Solve, and Control will help you develop Zone 
Control Space Management skills into habits.

7.4 Commentary Driving

minute 
lesson60

Chapter 7 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 8.3

Students: 
This activity will take place 
in the classroom and during 
your in-car lessons. Speaking 
allows your parents, your 
instructors, and your peers to 
know what you’re thinking. 
The hardest thing is speaking 
in front of others. No worries 
though, with a little practice it 
becomes second nature and 
it’s almost as quick to say what 
you see as it is to see it. 

Students: 
There are several 4-second 
danger zones you need 
to control: approaching 
intersections or stopped traffic 
ahead; approaching a vehicle 
entering or crossing your 
travel path; coming up on a 
curve, a hillcrest, a jogger, or 
pedestrian; changing lanes, 
passing another vehicle, or 
stopping in traffic. Be sure 
your solutions still work before 
you enter the space.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Practice Commentary Driving, 
Find, Solve, and Control with 
real-time video.

Chapter 7 Exit Exam

Homework:
Read Playbook Chapter 8
Ticket to Concept 8.3

For this lesson 
you will need:
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Chapter 8 Creating Open Space

Timing Side Zones

By now you know to adjust your lane position when you have just one problem to the 
left or right. Now you’ll practice dealing with closed left and right front zones. 

Fixed and Moving Side Zones15

Remember, anything that blocks your 
view or your path is a closed zone and 
a point of potential conflict. When a 
problem isn’t likely to move, the closed 
zone condition is fixed - for example, 
a parked car, a curb, a bridge rail, or a 
traffic median. Anything traveling in the 
same or opposite direction as your path 
is a moving closed or unstable zone.

Judge and Adjust
Timing side zones is a little more difficult 
than timing a traffic light, especially when 
you encounter two moving side zones or 
one moving and one fixed. To be successful, 
you’ll need to do three things. First, judge 
the speed of moving zone conditions. 
Second, adjust your speed so you arrive at 
each closure at separate times. And third, 
adjust your lane position to create space 
between your vehicle and each problem.

Create Open Space
In all situations, find zone conditions early. 
To reduce the chance of multiple conflicts, 
use the speed and lane position options 
that give you the most separation from the 
worst problem. When changing lanes, avoid 
moving toward a closed zone, and don’t 
move into (or hang out in) another driver’s 
blind spot. At intersections time your entry 
so you have at least one open space to 
the side. Avoid passing a vehicle when it’s 
passing a fixed or moving side zone.

In each of the following clips, determine if the side zone is well timed.  
If not, decide what you would do differently.

Timing your arrival for open space to the side is how you manage space when 
you’ve identified one or more closed or unstable zone conditions.

8.1 Timing Side Zones

minute 
lesson30 There is freedom in open space.

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 8 Overview and Notes
Ch 8 Lesson Plans, Activities

Students: 
With closed left and right 
front zones, you’re only lane 
position option is lane position 
1, so your only speed control 
option is decelerate.

Students:
Most complex situations 
can be managed by creating 
additional space so you and 
others have more options, a 
better view, and more time to 
take the best actions.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Timing Side Zones

15. Mottola, Frederik R. Ten Habits Keep the Monster Caged!  
Using the Dynamics of Zone Control. Connecticut: NIDB, 2010.
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Chapter 8 Creating Open Space

Poor Driving Conditions

Prepare Your Vehicle
Bad weather and even glaring sunlight 
can make driving treacherous any time 
of the year. Clean your headlights. Keep 
the windows clean, inside and out. Be 
sure your defroster and wipers work 
properly and the washer reservoir is 
filled. Replace old or worn tires and be 
sure the air pressure is at correct levels. 
It’s smart to keep the gas tank full and 
store a survival kit in your vehicle.

Here’s just a little more “information.”

Limited Visibility
Since 90% of your decisions are based on 
what you see, you need to deal with anything 
that interferes with your vision. There are 
several ways to compensate for low visibility 
conditions. Headlights, wipers, and sunglasses 
are a few examples. But the most effective 
way to compensate when visibility is poor is 
to drive slower. You’ll have more time to get 
accurate information and respond to it.

OK, now let’s brainstorm ways to compensate for bad conditions.

Reduced Traction
Traction is limited on the best of roads. 
But rain, frost, ice, and snow can 
make a great surface very slick. When 
possible, delay your trip. Waiting even 
15 minutes can give rain time to wash 
oil and debris from the road. When you 
must drive, reduce your speed. Brake 
and accelerate gradually and keep 6 
seconds of following space. And check 
your tire grip while you still have plenty 
of sliding space straight ahead.

Here’s a closer look at testing for tire grip and traction.

Weather affects driving in many ways. Planning ahead and making simple 
adjustments will prepare you for driving when conditions are less than perfect.

8.2 Poor Driving Conditions

minute 
lesson30 Plan ahead. Stay calm. Get a grip. 

Make room. Slow down.

8.2WS Limited Visibility - Key

Video Montage:
How will you get ready for 
driving in poor conditions?

Students:
Before you go, check the 
roads. 

http://www.tripcheck.com

Brainstorm Video Activity:
Use WS 8.2 Limited Visibility 
Conditions with the video 
to determine ways to 
compensate for each 
condition you see.

Students:
Reduced visibility conditions 
can make vehicles appear 
farther away than they really 
are and significantly reduces 
your peripheral vision.

Get a Grip:
Testing traction

For this lesson 
you will need:
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Chapter 8 Creating Open Space

Driving Impaired

Alcohol and Other Drugs
To find out what you know about alcohol and other drugs, take this short quiz.

Your physical, mental, and emotional state is compromised by chemical substances 
such as alcohol and legal or illegal drugs. When driving is added to the mix, bad things 
can happen, really bad things.

Making the “Right” Decision Is Hard Sometimes
Chances are you know more than one person 
that has a real problem with drugs or alcohol. 
And you probably know someone who chooses 
to drive after drinking, drugging, or partying. 1 
in 365 people are busted for driving under the 
influence in the United States every year! Those 
consequences can be disastrous: fines, jail time, 
loss of driving privileges, vehicle impound fees, 
and worse. You might know someone who’s 
been injured or killed by an impaired driver.

Effects of Alcohol and Marijuana on Drivers
Alcohol, even a little, seriously diminishes your ability to 
make good judgments and decisions. Concentration is 
less focused, and your reaction time slows. Your motor 
coordination becomes less precise and effective. Your 
vision becomes blurred and less acute. Marijuana delays 
your reactions to sights and sounds. Judging distances 
becomes difficult, timing and coordination is delayed. Is 
it any wonder why people who drive under the influence 
cause trouble for those around them?

Time to get more specific.

Choose Your Future 
Alcohol affects your judgment and reasoning 
first. Try to think it through before you take any 
risks. Will your choice solve the problem? Will the 
solution last over time? What will you gain? What 
could you lose? Is it right, legal, ethical, moral? 
How will it affect you and others you know or don’t 
know? Will you be proud of your choice or will it be 
a secret? Will you like what you see in the mirror? 
Who could you call if you or someone else was 
under the influence and needed a ride?

Your turn to make some hard choices.

Driving impaired means to operate a vehicle while functioning poorly. Driving 
impaired is dangerous, deceptive, destructive, disabling, deadly, and DUMB!

8.3 Driving Impaired

minute 
lesson60 My life, my future, my choice?  

Only when there’s no one else!

For this lesson 
you will need:

Ticket to Concept 8.3 Key
8.3 Pre-test Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
8.3 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses.

Instructor:
If time allows and you’re 
interested in using an 
additional motivational 
resource, click on this link: 
7/10 of a Second

Pre-test:
What do you know about 
alcohol and other drugs?

Music Video: 
Simple Plan

Above the Influence:
If you are not in control, who 
is? Scan the QR codes or go 
to the links below for more 
information.

http://youtu.be/
vDogw71oGFY

“I smoked weed and…”

http://youtu.be/38UeIvQ3YDY
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Chapter 8 Creating Open Space

Construction Zones

Exactly What Is a Work Zone? 
It is a protected area set apart for workers to 
build or repair public roadways and utilities. 
It can be one utility worker on a single street 
corner or many workers and construction 
vehicles that stretches on for miles. And in most 
cases, cones, drums, or barricades are all that 
separates workers from traffic. One of the most 
dangerous occupations is road construction. It 
is your job to protect the workers, yourself, your 
passengers, and others in work zones.

Take a look at the actions of one driver in a work zone.

The Four Areas of a Work Zone
The Advance Warning Area tells drivers what 
to expect ahead. Search ahead and prepare 
for unusual driving conditions, channeling 
devices, and flaggers. The Transition Area is 
where traffic is moved from its normal path. 
The Activity Area is where work takes place. 
Workers may only be a few feet away. The 
Termination Area is where the roadwork ends 
and you can resume normal driving.

The glare from headlights and reflectors make it difficult to see construction  
workers and equipment at night. Let’s take a drive and see for yourself.

Space Management Strategies
All work and construction zones are closed 
and extremely unstable. Workers, vehicles, 
or equipment may enter your lane without 
warning and other traffic may slow, stop, 
or change lanes unexpectedly. Keep 4 or 
more seconds of following time and use a 
lane position that gives the best separation 
between your vehicle and workers. If lane 
position 1 is necessary, slow even more. 

As a driver, how should you respond to the situation in the photo above? 
What other zones should you check? Best speed? Best lane position?

As traffic volume increases, the need to repair, replace, and add new roadways 
also increases. Safe interaction requires courtesy, cooperation, and patience.

8.4 Construction Zones

minute 
lesson60 Be a problem solver, not a problem causer.

Chapter 8 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 9.3

Video:
Interacting in Work Zones

Students:
The majority of people 
injured or killed in work 
zone crashes are drivers and 
their passengers, and rear-
end collisions are the most 
common. The two biggest 
factors in work zone related 
crashes are driver inattention 
and speeding. The majority of 
fatal crashes occur on roads 
where speed limits are greater 
than 50 mph. Over 40% of 
work zone crashes happen in 
the transition zone before the 
work area.

Video Practice: 
Nighttime Work Zones

Consider This:
Avoid work areas; take 
alternate routes when you 
can. When you encounter 
a construction zone, expect 
delays, be patient, and allow 
others to merge in front of 
you. Be especially considerate 
to trucks. They require more 
space to merge and are the 
least maneuverable vehicles 
on the road. Follow flaggers’ 
instructions always. Obey 
posted speed limits. Fines for 
moving traffic violations may 
be doubled.

Chapter 8 Exit Exam

Homework:
Read Playbook Chapter 9
Ticket to Concept 9.3

For this lesson 
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ORPC 2013                                                               WS 8.2 Limited Visibility Conditions 

WS 8.2 Limited Visibility Conditions  
 
Name: _______________________________________________________   Date: ________ 

During each video clip, identify the condition that limits your view and answer each of the following questions:  

a. How does this condition affect your visibility?  

b. What specific driving adjustments should be made? (Speed and/or Lane Position) 

c. What other tools can you use to compensate for this condition? 

 

Clip 1 ‐ Condition?_____________________ 

a. ______________________________ 

b. ______________________________ 

c. ______________________________ 

Clip 2 ‐ Condition?_____________________ 

a. ______________________________ 

b. ______________________________ 

c. ______________________________ 

Clip 3 ‐ Condition?_____________________ 

a. ______________________________ 

b. ______________________________ 

c. ______________________________ 

Clip 4 ‐ Condition?_____________________ 

a. ______________________________ 

b. ______________________________ 

c. ______________________________ 

Clip 5 ‐ Condition?_____________________ 

a. ______________________________ 

b. ______________________________ 

c. ______________________________ 

Clip 6 ‐ Condition?_____________________ 

a. ______________________________ 

b. ______________________________ 

c. ______________________________ 

Driving Adjustments & Tools 

Reduce Speed 

Lane Position 1 

Lane Position 2 

Lane Position 3 

Increase Following Time 

Clean Windows  

Clean Headlights 

Sun Visor 

Sunglasses 

Low Beam Headlights 

High Beam Headlights 

Fog Lights (Same use as High Beams) 

Delayed Wipers 

Low Wipers 

High Wipers 

Defrost 

Dim In‐Vehicle Dash Lights 

Chains  

Snow Tires 

All Weather Tires 

Traction Devices 

Ice Scraper  

 





ORPC 2013        CWS 8.3 Pretest 

Pre‐Test: Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol and Other Drugs 
 
Name:________________________________________________           Date:_______________ 
  
Circle the best choice. 
 
T      F     1.  Alcohol is a drug. 
 
T      F     2.  A DUI can only be issued if a driver has measureable blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 

.08 or above. 
Explain 
 

T    F      3.  Alcohol depresses the nervous system and slows a driver’s judgment and reaction time. 
 
T  F   4.  A person can get a DUII for driving after taking prescription medication.  
      Explain 
 
T  F   5.  Marijuana affects perception, reaction time, coordination, and the accurate judgment of 

distances. 
 
T  F   6.  Cocaine is a depressant. 
 
T  F   7.  Methamphetamine can cause hallucinations and delusions. 
 
T  F   8.  Cocaine can cause a loss of touch with reality. 
 
T  F   9.  Drinking coffee or taking a cold shower will sober you up.  
      Explain 
 
T     F   10.  Wine, beer and hard alcohol are equally dangerous when operating a vehicle.  
      Explain 
 
T  F    11.  Prescription drugs taken in combination with alcoholic beverages can be very dangerous.  
      Explain 
 
T     F    12.  Alcohol is absorbed directly into the blood stream within a few minutes of ingestion.  
 
T     F    13.  When people drink alcoholic beverages, their coordination is affected first.  

Explain 
 
T     F    14.  You shouldn’t worry about reading the labels on medications to find potential side effects.  
        Explain 
 
T     F    15.  Driving under the influence of alcohol increases the risk of being involved in a fatal crash, 

even with very low BAC levels.  
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Chapter 9 Create Control

Driving  at  Night

Be Prepared
Prepare your vehicle by keeping your lights, 
windows, and mirrors clean. Dim dash lights 
(including stereo lights). Use the night switch 
on the rear-view mirror to reduce glare from 
headlights of cars to the rear. When you’re 
tired, don’t drive.

Be on Guard
In the dark, your depth perception, color 
recognition, and peripheral vision are poor 
at best. And the glare of headlights can be 
blinding. Glance to the right to avoid the glare. 
Use slower speeds, increase your following 
distance, and watch for any movement!

Here are just a few examples why you need to be alert when driving at night.

Be Speed Wise
When your speed is so fast that your stopping distance is farther ahead than you can 
see with your headlights, you are overdriving the headlights. Study the graphic chart 
below and, for each speed given, determine if you can see well enough to stop if a 
problem appears ahead. High beam headlights in good condition range to 350 feet.

Be Conscientious - Use your high beams only when legal.
Avoid blinding other drivers. Use ONLY your low beams when following another 
vehicle closer than 350 feet and when oncoming traffic is within 500 feet.

Everything is more difficult to see in the dark: lines, signs, pedestrians, animals, 
and more. And late night hours increase the chances that a driver will be fatigued.

9.1 Driving at Night

minute 
lesson30 Mass, velocity, road & tire conditions, perception  

& reaction times affect total stopping distance.

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 9 Overview and Notes
Ch 9 Lesson Plans, Activities

Students:
Three times as many traffic 
deaths occur at night than 
during the day. Alcohol and 
fatigue are major factors in 
these deaths.

Students:
Dirty headlights and windows 
can reduce visibility by up to 
90%.

Video Montage:
Be on Guard

Students:
It can take six seconds or 
longer for your eyes to recover 
from the glaring lights of 
traffic.

Students:
In well-lit, urban areas, 
overdriving your headlights is 
usually not an issue. But, even 
in busy areas, it is far more 
difficult to see the important 
details in the dark. 

Class Discussion:
Do you have time to stop? 
How fast is too fast when 
driving at night?

Speed Rate of travel Four seconds 
front space

Stopping distance: 
passenger car, 
good traction

Can you stop in time? 
Low beam/High beam

45 mph 68 Ft./Sec 272 Feet 158 Feet /

50 mph 74 Ft./Sec 296 Feet 190 Feet /

55 mph 83 Ft./Sec 332 Feet 233 Feet /

60 mph 88 Ft./Sec 352 Feet 275 Feet /
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Chapter 9 Create Control

Passing and Being Passed

There are several locations where passing is illegal and very dangerous. Before class, do a 
little research online or in your state driver manual. Compile a list of all the places where 
passing is not legal. You’ll apply what you discover during the first activity.

Time and Space Needs
To complete a pass, you need a legal location, 
available time, and lots of open space. When 
you’re speed is 60 mph, it takes 24 seconds to 
pass a 90-foot-long semi truck that is moving 
at 50 mph. That’s a total of 2160 feet, or 7 
football field lengths! When an approaching 
vehicle is present, the space requirements 
double. The total clear distance you need to 
pass becomes 4320 feet - almost a full mile!

Ok, let’s take a drive. Identify locations where you are not allowed to pass.

Passing
Position yourself at least 3 seconds behind the 
vehicle you want to pass and at the edge of your 
lane to get the best view. Be sure you have an 
open path. Check the front, rear, and blind spot. 
Signal your intentions, aim to the target area, and 
accelerate quickly into the passing lane. Leave 
plenty of room for the vehicle you’re passing; 
when you see both headlights in the inside rear-
view mirror, signal and return to your lane.

Being Passed
To minimize your risk while being passed, 
check the passing vehicle’s position and 
your left front zone. To communicate your 
cooperation, reduce your speed slightly, but 
stay off the brake, and move to lane position 
3. You’ll give the passing driver a better view, 
and they’ll be able to complete their pass 
sooner. Once passed, create time and space 
ahead and behind. Don’t speed up until 
you’ve created 4 seconds of following time.

Let’s take another drive so you can practice passing skills.

The act of passing has the potential to be the most dangerous action a driver can 
take. The decision to pass should be very deliberate and well calculated.

9.2 Passing and Being Passed

minute 
lesson30

Students:
In some states, it is legal to 
exceed the speed limit on 
a two-lane roadway when 
passing a vehicle that is 
traveling under the speed 
limit. What is the law in 
Oregon?

Calculating Time and Space 
Requirements :
Every second, your car 
travels approximately 1.5 
feet for each mile per hour 
of speed. That means at 60 
mph, you’re traveling 90 feet 
EVERY SECOND (60 mph x 1.5 
= 90 fps)! How much space 
do you consume each second 
moving at 40 mph?

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Passing Locations

Students:
Where passing is not possible, 
or if you have any doubts, 
DON’T PASS! Fall back, keep 4 
seconds of following time, and 
be patient. When you’re sure 
you have the time and space 
you need, use your turn signal 
before moving into or out of 
the passing lane. Don’t flash 
your lights or honk the horn; 
both actions are considered 
aggressive and rude. And 
flashing your high beams is 
illegal.

Mental Rehearsal Activity:
Passing and Being Passed
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Chapter 9 Create Control

Emergencies & Malfunctions

Your Habits Take Over
During an emergency there is no time to 
think, “What should I do?” Your habits 
take over, and you take action right or 
wrong. Regular maintenance can prevent 
many problems. But only good vision, 
motion, and steering control habits will 
help manage emergencies.

The first thing to remember is Don’t Panic!

A Tire Blows Out
A blow out or flat can cause serious 
damage to vehicles and occupants. Aim to 
the target area, and control your steering. 
To maintain vehicle balance, stay off brake 
and reduce your speed gradually. Find a 
safe place to pull off the road, and turn on 
your hazard lights.

Read It, See It, Practice It.

Your Engine Stalls
The most common cause of an engine stall is 
lack of fuel, but other problems can cause it 
too. Aim to the target area. If you’re moving, 
stay off the brake; you’ll need momentum to 
pull off the road. Control steering firmly, since 
power steering will be out. Use an open palm 
to shift to “N” and try to restart. If that fails, 
take an open escape path to park.

Read It, See It, Practice It.

Your Brakes Fail
Keep your eyes on the target area. Pump the 
brake to build fluid pressure. If that doesn’t 
work, shift down, one gear at a time. Engine 
compression will slow you down. Hold the parking 
brake release OPEN, and apply gentle steady 
pressure to stop your vehicle. If the parking brake 
doesn’t work, find a soft place to crash.

Time to watch and practice brake failure and then manage other problems.

You will probably experience a vehicle malfunction or emergency situation 
sometime in your driving career. Each requires automatic and correct actions.

9.3 Emergencies & Malfunctions

minute 
lesson60 Solutions will escape you  

if your only focus is the problem.

Ticket to Concept 9.3 - Key
9.3WSEmergProced - Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
9.3 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses. 

Students:
Use WS 9.3 Vehicle 
Malfunctions and Emergency 
Procedures during this lesson.

Students: 
If you must move to the side 
of an unlit roadway at night, 
get completely off the 
roadway and turn off all 
lights so that traffic does not 
“follow” you off the road. If 
any part of your vehicle is on 
the roadway, use your 
emergency flashers to warn 
other motorists of your 
position.

Students: 
If you stall on railroad tracks, 
do not attempt to restart. Exit 
the vehicle, move away from 
the tracks diagonally, and call 
911! They’ll stop the train and 
clear the tracks.

Students: 
Brake failure is not common, 
but just driving with your 
parking brake on can cause 
your brakes to fade or fail 
altogether.

Physical Practice Activities: 
Watch video examples, write 
the steps, and then practice 
correct behaviors.

For this lesson 
you will need:
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Chapter 9 Create Control

Skid Avoidance and Control

Skid Prevention
Skidding can be scary and dangerous. It’s much easier to prevent a skid than it is to 
correct one, especially when excessive speed is involved. Think about everything 
you’ve learned so far about what it takes to maintain control of your vehicle. Use the 
note pad below to list the habits and behaviors you think would help you prevent a 
skid from occurring. List as many as you can. 

During class you’ll have an opportunity to share your ideas.

Skid Detection and Correction
Without proper vision, you can’t maintain control of your vehicle or regain control once 
it’s lost. At the moment you begin to skid, you must see the off-target condition, come 
off the pedals, and steer back to the target while you still have the opportunity. There are 
three types of skids: rear wheel, front wheel, and four wheel. Three factors can contribute 
to traction loss: the actions of the driver, roadway conditions, and the conditions of the 
vehicle. You’re the driver in the photos below. You’re driving along at 35 mph when 
suddenly your car moves from its position in photo 1 to the position in photo 2.

1. What slight differences in the two photos show the rear-wheel skid?

2. What do you think could have caused the skid?

3. Where should your vision be directed, and which way should you steer?

Let’s look at the three types of skids, their causes, and how to correct them. 
Then you’ll get to practice skid detection and correction.

Traction is limited, even on dry roadways. When your front and/or rear tires 
exceed that limit, there’s a skid, and it can happen in the blink of an eye.

9.4 Skid Avoidance and Control

minute 
lesson60 Keep your eyes on the prize, never give up.

Chapter 9 Exit Exam & Key
Ticket to Concept 10.2
Steering Wheels

Discussion:
What skills does it take to 
prevent a skid? 

Interactive PPT, Videos: 
Skid Prevention Needs

Optional Demonstration:
If available and when time 
allows, use a traction board 
or other inclined surface 
and a steerable model car to 
demonstrate the effects of 
each skid.

Student Demonstration:
See the off-target condition. 
See Chapter 9 lesson plans for 
activity directions.

Interactive PPT Activities:
Skid types, causes, detection, 
and correction.

Physical Practice Activity:
Skid detection and correction. 
Provide each student a 
simulated steering wheel 
and have them practice skid 
correction techniques.

Chapter 9 Exit Exam

Homework:
Read Playbook Chapter 10
Ticket to Concept 10.2

For this lesson 
you will need:
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ORPC 2013                   WS 9.3 Vehicle Malfunctions and Emergency Procedures 

WS 9.3 Vehicle Malfunctions and Emergency Procedures 
 
Name: _______________________________________________________ Date: ______________

 
Tire Blow Out 

1. Aim to the target area 

2. Control  steering 

3. Stay off the brake 

4. Reduce speed, brake gently 

5. Pull off the roadway 

6. Turn on hazards 
 

Engine Stalls 

1. Maintain momentum 

2. Shift to Neutral 

3. Restart the vehicle 

4. Shift to Drive 

5. Steer out of traffic if it will not restart 
 

Brakes Fail 

1. Aim to the target area 

2. Control steering 

3. Rapidly pump the brakes 

4. Downshift 

5. Use parking brake method, 

keep the release lever open 

6. Use soft crash area if necessary 
 

Hood Flies Up 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 

 
 
 
 

 
Engine Fire 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 
 

Off‐Road Recovery 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 

5. ______________________________ 

6. ______________________________ 
 
Stuck Accelerator 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 

5. ______________________________ 

6. ______________________________ 
 

7. ______________________________ 
 

Submerged in Water 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 
 

Head‐on Evasion 

1. ______________________________ 

2. ______________________________ 

3. ______________________________ 

4. ______________________________ 
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Limited Access Highways

Don’t Stress Out, Plan Your Route
Freeways can be stressful and confusing, 
especially in rush-hour traffic or unfamiliar areas; 
at higher speeds you have less time to process 
information. If you plan your route, even short 
trips will go more smoothly. Know where you 
are getting on and off the freeway. For longer 
trips, plan where you’ll stop for food, fuel, and 
bathroom breaks. Use expressway guide signs 
and road markings to keep you on course near 
entrances, exits, and along every route.

What do mile markers and exit numbers have in common? Let’s find out.

Entering and Using the Freeway
To prevent problems on freeway on-ramps, 
use a moderate speed, and pay attention to 
warning signs and traffic lights until reaching 
the acceleration area. Some on-ramps have 
sharp curves, and others have meters that 
function during commuting hours. Be alert 
for traffic ahead that may slow or stop on the 
entrance ramp. Check all lanes for an open 
gap and check your blindspot; others may 
enter the same space as you merge.

Sudden changes in speed or steering can cause big problems very quickly. So, keep 
your actions smooth and precise. Use organized search patterns to manage space and 
prevent Highway Hypnosis. Keep open space to the front and sides of your vehicle. 

Let’s take a drive for more information and practice.

Exiting
Identify your exit and move to the right 
lane early. Signal and maintain your speed 
until you’re on the exit ramp. Some exits 
are short, others have sharp curves; both 
require you to apply the brake firmly. Be 
aware of slow moving traffic and close 
in gradually. Check your speedometer to 
counteract velocitation; you’ll need time to 
adjust to slower speeds.

One last short drive example.

Freeways allow drivers to travel faster without some of the conflicts found on 
other streets. However, these highways have unique characteristics and risks.

10.1 Limited Access Highways

minute 
lesson30 

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 10 Overview and Notes
Ch 10 Lesson Plan, Activities

Consider This:
What features of the freeway 
make it easier to deal with 
than city driving? What 
searching principles used 
in the city apply to freeway 
driving?

Interactive PPT Activity:
Expressway Signs

Consider This:
Large trucks use the 
expressway regularly. What 
can it be like when a large 
truck passes you?

Consider This: 
What should you do about a 
car that tailgates yours?

Video Activity:
Entering and Using the 
Freeway

Video Activity: 
Exiting the Freeway
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D r o w s y  D r i v i n g

Think Before You Choose to Move
When you’re behind the wheel of a car, 
being sleepy is dangerous. Sleepiness slows 
reaction time, decreases awareness, and 
impairs judgment. Statistically, the collision 
rate of fatigued drivers is quickly catching up 
with the rate of drunk drivers!

Here are two examples of people falling asleep behind the wheel.

Stay Alert, Arrive Alive
Sleep-related crashes are most common in 
young people, who tend to sleep too little and 
drive at night. Teenagers and young people 
need more sleep than people in their 30s. But 
they often get less because they enjoy staying 
up late and have a wide range of interests and 
responsibilities.

Here’s a quick video clip.

Warning Signs
No one is aware of the exact moment they 
fall asleep; it happens in a split second. 
Somewhere between being awake and being 
asleep is the “drowsy” state. Now imagine 
what this would mean if you were behind the 
wheel? One moment you are aware of feeling 
drowsy, and in a fraction of a second you can be 
asleep, completely unaware of the incredibly 
dangerous situation. When your eyes close by 
themselves and you force them open again, 
that’s called a microsleep. When you can’t stop 
yawning, your head is nodding, or you drift 
between lanes - you should not be driving!

Avoid Driving When You’re Tired!
Plan ahead, get enough sleep the night before, take frequent breaks, travel with 
someone and share the driving. Most importantly, if you are drowsy Stop Driving! 
Falling asleep at the wheel is NOT an option!

You know the risks. Time to make more tough choices.

Driving while fatigued is another type of impairment most people think very little 
about before they get behind the wheel and end up in trouble.

10.2 Drowsy Driving

minute 
lesson20 

Ticket to Concept 10.2 Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
10.2 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses. 

Discussion Points:
What is a rumble strip? Why 
should or shouldn’t you use 
cruise control at night?

Think Website:

http://think.direct.gov.uk/
fatigue.html

What do you know about 
driving while drowsy? Use  
the QR code or link below to 
find out.

www.aaafoundation.
Org/quizzes/index.
cfm?button=drowsyquiz

Choose Your Own Future:
Drowsy Driving

For this lesson 
you will need:
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Licensing Requirements

What It Takes to Get Your License
Obtaining your license is a big accomplishment. It doesn’t come easy or without hard 
work. Remember, a license is a privilege, and it can be revoked.

What to Study and Practice to Pass
You will need to review the Driver Manual again! 
Signs, signals markings, rules of the road, yielding 
requirements, responding to emergency vehicles, 
bicyclists, animals, railroad crossings, passing, 
drug and alcohol related information, and 
insurance requirements. Study the entire book. 
Practice everything you’ve been learning with 
your instructor and mentors: parking and backing 
maneuvers, lane changes, and school zones.

Let’s watch “Teenagers are Great Drivers!”

Get Ready for Tests
If you are under 18, you must pass a Safe 
Driving Practices knowledge test. You are 
eligible to take that exam 30 days before 
your 16th birthday. To take the drive test 
you must be at least 16 years old, have had 
your permit for 6 months, and show 50 
hours of supervised driving practice with a 
completed driver education OR show 100 
hours of supervised practice.

Why practice? Check this out. 
Then use WS 10.3 to look at other requirements you’ll need to know.

Common Reasons for Failure
Most people fail the written test because they don’t 
study enough. If you fail this test the first time, you 
can take it again the next day. So study again. Five 
common reasons people fail the driving test are: 
not scanning all intersections, failing to check the 
mirrors or blind spot, exceeding the speed limit, 
driving in bike lanes, and making improper stops. If 
you’re under 18 and fail the driving test, you’ll need 
to wait at least 28 days before testing again.

And you’ll need other transportation until you pass. Here’s just one option.

The State of Oregon has certain expectations you must meet in order to be 
granted and maintain driving privileges.

10.3 Licensing Requirements

minute 
lesson40 

For this lesson 
you will need:

WS10.3GettingLicenseKey
Chapter 10 Exit Exam & Key

Video: 
Teens, let’s reverse this

Students:
Use the QR code or link 
below to access two sample 
knowledge tests provided by 
Oregon Department of Motor 
Vehicles.

http://www.oregondmv.
com/ASP/knowledgetest/
knowledgetest.htm

Instructor: 
Facilitate class discussion 
regarding testing 
requirements.

Consider This:
What violations could result in 
failing your driving test? What 
violations could result in your 
license being suspended or 
revoked?

Instructor: 
See Chapter 10 Overview for 
specific information related 
to license revocations and 
suspensions.

Ch 10 Exit Exam
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What Do You Know?

Basic Car Control Skills
You’ve covered a lot of techniques in class, 
and it all starts with basic vision, motion, 
and steering skills. Know and apply each 
of these concepts as you drive: targets, 
reference points, and proper use of your 
central and fringe to track straight, to turn, 
to position in a lane, and to correct a skid. 
Also, steering and speed control techniques 
used for vehicle balance when starting, 
stopping, turning, and negotiating curves.

What’s a target and how do you align your car to a target?

Laws and Rules of the Road
No matter where you drive, you need to 
understand and apply the law. Comply with 
signs, lines, traffic lights, and speed limits, 
posted or not. Know when and where you 
are required to yield to others. Yielding rules 
are often confused at 4-way controlled and 
uncontrolled intersections. Traffic laws also 
regulate how and when you communicate, 
insurance coverages, driving impaired, work 
zones, passing, parking, and more.

Is it lawful to turn left on a red light from a one-way street to a one-way street?

Space Management
You won’t avoid conflicts without great 
space management skills. Know the six 
zones around your vehicle. Search to the 
target area to FIND open, closed, and 
unstable zones. SOLVE problems by first 
checking related zones to see what your 
options are. Then, use that information to 
get the best speed and/or lane position 
and communication. To CONTROL 
problems before you enter that space, 
make sure your solutions still work.

Time to demonstrate what you know and are able to do. 
You’ll need your abc cards.

Well, you’ve made it this far. Now it’s time to find out what you’ve learned,  
what you know, and most importantly, what you’re able to do.

10.4 What Do You Know?

minute 
lesson90 You can’t know what you know  

until you know that you know it.

Final Exam & Key

You may also need:
Ticket to Concept 11.4

Students:
The final exam is used to 
evaluate what you know about 
basic car control skills and 
various laws. It will also assess 
your ability to manage space 
and time. You are required to 
earn an 80% or higher to pass 
the exam. Be prepared. Review 
each chapter, your notes, and 
all your entrance tickets prior 
to taking the exam.

Students:
Use the bottom photo 
to answer these space 
management questions: 

What is the condition of the 
right front zone? 

Are you required to yield to 
this bus when its left turn 
signal is activated? 

What is the condition of the 
front zone? 

When you apply the brake, 
what related zone will you 
check?

Interactive PPT Review:
If time allows use this brief 
review before giving the final 
exam.

Final Exam

Optional Homework: 
Read Playbook Chapter 11
Ticket to Concept 11.4

For this lesson 
you will need:
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WS 10.3 Getting Your Driver License  
 

1. What requirements must be met to be eligible to take the driver licensing exams? 

a. ___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b. __________________________________________ 
 

2. List the items necessary to have with you when going to take the various tests. 

Written: 
a. __________________________________ 

b. __________________________________ 

c. __________________________________ 

d. __________________________________ 

e. __________________________________ 

f. __________________________________ 

Driving: 

a. __________________________________ 

b. __________________________________ 
 

3. What are the most common causes for failure? 

Written: 

a. __________________________________ 

Driving: 

a. ___________________: Ex. ___________________________________________________ 

b. ___________________: Ex. ___________________________________________________ 
 

4. What is the procedure to follow if you fail an exam?  

Written: 

a. _________________________________________________________________________ 

b. _________________________________________________________________________ 

c. _________________________________________________________________________ 

Driving: 

a. _________________________________________________________________________ 

b. _________________________________________________________________________ 

c. _________________________________________________________________________ 
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Railroad Crossings

Stay Alert for Railroad Tracks
Every crossing you encounter is a closed or 
unstable zone you must manage. Most drivers 
expect these intersections to have traffic 
lights, automated gates, and warning bells, but 
two-thirds of railroad crossings have no active 
controls. Trains schedules are unpredictable, 
and modern trains are quiet, so don’t count 
on clackety-clack to warn you. These areas 
are not the place to be involved in any kind of 
distracting activity.

Watch this example. What takes the driver’s attention away from driving?

Signs, Signals, and Markings
A round, yellow warning sign and a white regulatory 
crossbuck lets you know you’re approaching a railroad 
crossing. A crossbuck has the same meaning as a 
yield sign; you have to yield to trains. Paved roads 
have painted white crossbucks and stop lines near the 
crossing. If there’s more than one track, you may see 
a small sign displaying the number of tracks. Flashing 
red lights warn of an approaching train. After a train 
passes, if there is a gate, you must wait until the gate 
is completely up and the lights turn off.

Here’s a little more information about these dangerous crossings.

Protect Yourself and Others
All crossings are intersections that need to be 
controlled. Signals malfunction, and multiple 
tracks increase everyone’s risk. Trains can’t 
stop quickly, they don’t swerve, they move 
faster than you think, and they’re always 
closer than they look. While slowing or 
stopped, check for traffic that is backed up 
and blocking your way across the tracks. Never 
stop on the tracks. Search and listen carefully 
for the sight and sound of a train or service 
vehicle before crossing.

Here are some other things to consider when managing rail grade crossings.

Railroad grade crossings are very dangerous intersections. In a collision  
between a train and passenger vehicle, the train always wins!

11.1 Railroad Crossings

minute 
lesson20

For this chapter 
you will need:

Ch 11 Overview and Notes
Ch 11 Lesson Plan, Activities

Video PSA: 
Stay Focused. 

Consider This:
What other distractions could 
potentially take your attention 
away from the driving 
task when approaching an 
intersection? How could you 
avoid that trap?

Operation Lifesaver Video:
Look to Live.

Operation Lifesaver Video:
Imagine.

Students:
Unless directed by a police 
officer or railroad official, it is 
illegal to go around lowered 
crossing gates. 
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Motorcycles and Trucks

Interacting with Motorcycles
These vehicles are smaller in size, easily hidden, 
and harder to see in traffic. About half of fatal 
motorcycle crashes involve another vehicle. 
Line-of-sight problems caused by roadside 
objects and light patterns can easily block your 
view of motorcyclists, and drivers often say, “I 
didn’t see the motorcyclist.” Their smaller size, 
narrow profile, and single headlight (or closely 
spaced headlights) make it harder to judge 
their speed and distance.

Let’s take a closer look at how to share the road with motorcycles.

Sharing the Road with Trucks
You are at a serious disadvantage in a crash with a 
larger vehicle. Creating an open view and an open 
path for yourself and others is the key to successful 
interaction with trucks. Though they are very visible 
due to their size, they cannot see other vehicles as 
well and take more time and space to maneuver. 
Trucks have several large blind areas around them 
called No Zones where the driver cannot see other 
roadway users. When driving near big vehicles avoid 
these areas and, when passing, move through them 
as quickly as you safely can.

Here are some tips to help you interact safety with large vehicles.

Space Management Strategies
Keep more than four seconds following 
time between your vehicle and any truck 
or motorcycle. In bad weather keep even 
more space. If you must pass, do so on the 
left where you’re expected to be. To allow 
for wind and road conditions, use a lane 
position that creates the most side space 
between your vehicles. And be sure you can 
see both headlights in your rear-view mirror 
before returning to your lane.

They differ in size and maneuverability, but crowding either trucks or motorcycles 
can have devastating consequences for everyone.

11.2 Motorcycles and Trucks

minute 
lesson30

PPT with Videos:
Sharing the road with 
motorcycles

Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Administration Video: 
The Unsafe Driving Acts of 
Motorists

Students:
Look at the outside mirrors on 
large trucks, motor coaches, 
and buses before passing. 
If you can see the driver’s 
reflection in their mirror, that 
driver can see your vehicle 
too.

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic
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Preventative Maintenance 
and Driving Green

Going Green
Green vehicles are designed to reduce carbon emissions. 
They include conventional motor vehicles with high fuel 
economy, gas-electric hybrids, plug-in hybrids, battery-
powered vehicles, and vehicles that use alternative and 
blended fuels. But the purchase price of green cars puts 
them out of reach for many drivers. There are other ways 
to protect the environment and save money while driving 
a less fuel efficient vehicle.

What’s the cost of transportation in your area? 
Complete HA 11.3 and be ready to share your findings in the next class session.

Vehicle Maintenance
To keep your vehicle running well and reduce repair 
costs, follow the scheduled maintenance in your 
owner’s manual. To prolong the life of your engine, 
transmission, and cooling system, check and change 
fluids and filters regularly. Check for leaks and fix 
them to prevent any fluid loss. Your owner’s manual 
will tell you how often to change the oil, filter, and 
other fluids. Keeping tires properly inflated improves 
control and saves fuel.

Here are more simple maintenance tips!

Simple Ways to Save Fuel
There are many simple ways to help conserve fuel, 
decrease our impact on the environment, and 
save money. Avoid fast starts, late hard braking, 
and aggressive driving. Those actions waste gas, 
wear out brakes, and increase pollution rates. Plan 
ahead, combine trips, and avoid rush hour traffic. 
Follow the speed limit, close in gradually, and time 
traffic lights to burn less fuel. Be careful when you 
fill your tank too. Gas is toxic and expensive. Spills 
pollute water and poison wildlife, and fumes are 
toxic to breathe.

Here are more fuel-saving tips and tricks. 
Then you’ll group up for the Maintenance and Driving Green Challenge!

The type of car you drive, how you care for it, and how you drive it will have long 
lasting positive or negative effects on the environment and your wallet. 

11.3 Preventative Maintenance and Driving Green

minute 
lesson40 

For this lesson 
you will need: 

WS 11.3 Driving Challenge & Key

Consider This: 
All vehicles, even fuel efficient 
ones, use fluids and batteries 
that can pollute water and 
soil and cause lasting harm to 
humans and wildlife. Where 
are you able to responsibly 
dispose of a worn-out battery, 
old motor oil, or transmission 
fluid in your community? 

Students: 
To calculate how much CO2 
your vehicle would emit 
during a trip, click on the QR 
code or link below. 

http://www.nativeenergy.com
/travel.html

Green Driving Tips Video

Driving Green Challenge:
Break into teams of 4 to 
6. Hand out Driving Green
Challenge and direct learners 
to HA 11.3. You have 10 
minutes to complete the 
challenge. Then share answers 
or challenge another team to 
answer. Correct answers are 
worth 2 points each. The team 
with the most points wins. If 
available, Jenga towers may 
be used. 

Here is a list of pages that need room for 
citation/use permission in the footer (Any 
page that has a "Good Driving Habit:..." near 
the top of the page)

1.1 (on page two) Introduction to Zone 
Control

1.2 (on first page) Getting Ready to Drive

1.3 Motion and Steering

1.4 Vision Control

2.2 (on first page) Reference Points

3.2 Tracking Control

3.3 Blocking Problems

4.1 Perceptual Skill Development

4.2 The Zone Control System

5.1 Communication Options

5.2 Approaching Intersections

5.3 Rear Zone Control

5.4 Stopping in Traffic

http://www.nativeenergy.com/travel.html
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Organ Donations

Drive Safe, Be Free, and Stay Well Always
We know the last thing on your mind (or ours for that matter) is death, especially 
your own. Normal persons don’t set out to crash their cars into anyone or anything. 
So before we go too deeply into this section, please remember this: You’ve been here 
to learn how to drive to keep yourself and everyone around you safe from injury and 
death. Be a model driver. We wish you safety, freedom, health, and happiness.

But, What If…?
Well, you don’t have to be dead to be a donor. 
Living donors can give blood, bone marrow, and 
one kidney. You can also donate part of a lung or 
liver. After death, much more can be used to help 
others in need: eyes, skin, bone, tendon, cartilage, 
heart valves, veins, kidneys, heart, lungs, liver, 
pancreas, and more.

Take a look at this video. What would you be 
willing to do to help a friend or family member?

A Few Facts
18 people die every day while waiting for 
organ transplants. More than 100,000 
people are waiting for a lifesaving transplant 
in the United States. One donor can save or 
enhance the lives of more than fifty people 
through organ, eye, and tissue donations.

Here is more information.

Talk to Your Family
No one wants to make this decision alone 
or for someone else. You and your family 
should know what everyone’s wishes are. 
If you are interested in becoming a donor, 
you can elect to have a D code for donor on 
your license. There are cards available like 
this one that you can carry in your wallet to 
express your wishes.

Should the Unthinkable Happen
A family member would be required to sign a consent form at the time of death, even 
if you have a donor card or D code on your license. Be sure your wishes are known. 

When you receive your license or permit, you’ll be asked if you want to be an 
organ donor. This section provides basic information about what that entails.

11.4 Organ Donations

minute 
lesson30 

Ticket to Concept 11.4 - Key

Students: 
Have your Ticket to Concept 
11.4 completed. Be ready to 
evaluate your responses. 

Students:
For more information, click on 
the QR code or go to the link 
below.

donatelifenw.org or call 
800-452-1369. 

Class Discussion: 
Share with a partner and 
then discuss as a class your 
thoughts and opinions about 
organ donations.

Homework: 
Discuss and share your wishes 
about organ donation with 
your family tonight.

For this lesson 
you will need:
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T r a f f i c  S t o p s

An Officer’s Job
The mission of all police departments is 
the protection of people and property. 
They enhance the safety and livability of 
communities by serving and protecting 
its citizens. They work to preserve life, 
maintain human rights, promote individual 
responsibility, and enforce our laws.

Here’s the story of one officer.

You Could Get a Ticket
Contrary to popular belief, not all traffic 
stops result in a citation. You can make the 
situation worse by giving excuses, being 
hostile, not speaking, or challenging the 
officer’s perception. This is not the time to 
argue. Show the officer respect, even if you 
disagree with the citation. You can address 
the issue in court.

Managing a Traffic Stop
If you’re pulled over, stay calm. Signal and 
pull over in a safe place. Stay still in the seat, 
keep your hands on the steering wheel in 
“plain sight.” When you’re asked for your 
license, registration, and proof of insurance, 
tell the officer where they are, and ask if you 
may get them.

Here’s more information.

Nighttime and Passengers
If you’re pulled over at night, tinted windows 
should be rolled down and the interior 
dome light should be turned on. If there 
are passengers in your vehicle remind them 
to stay calm, sit still, and keep their hands 
visible. Passengers should remain silent 
unless the officer directly addresses them. 

Traffic stops are the most common reason why people have contact with the 
police. If you’re pulled over, things will go smooth if you do the right things.

11.5 Traffic Stops

minute 
lesson30 Be careful to develop good habits; 

your habits become your character.

Chapter 11 Exit Exam & Key

Think, Pair, Share Activity:
Have students share with a 
partner any experiences they 
have had with traffic stops. 
If they have never been with 
someone who has been pulled 
over, instruct the student 
to discuss what they think 
happens in a traffic stop.

Consider This:
What are some reasons a 
police officer might pull 
someone over and possible 
outcomes?

Role Play Activity:
Have students practice how to 
respond to an officer during a 
traffic stop.

Chapter 11 Exit Exam

For this lesson 
you will need:
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ORPC 2013    HA 11.3 The Cost of Transportation 

Homework Assignment 11.3 ‐ The Cost of Transportation 

Name: _________________________________        Date: _____________ 

Directions: Compare and contrast walking/biking/busing/driving to your school or work.  
How many miles is a round trip? How much time would each one take? How much money would 
it cost? How much CO2 is produced? 

Use Native Energy Travel Calculator to help you determine the carbon emissions for your driving 
or busing trip: www.nativeenergy.com/travel.html

Be prepared to share your results with the class next session. 

What is Your Destination? ________________________________________________________ 

Method of 
Transport  Miles  Time  Cost  CO2/Environmental Footprint 

1. Walking

2. Biking

3. Busing

4. Driving

Driving Green Challenge – Drive Smart, Maintain, & Save  
Start saving money on the road, increase safety, help improve air quality, and cut CO2 emissions with 
these simple tips. How you drive and maintain your vehicle adds up to real savings.  

PLAN 
 CONSOLIDATE TRIPS. Plan your routes and combine your trips to save time and gas.
 LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD. Storing items in your vehicle adds weight and wastes gas. Improve

fuel economy by removing extra weight.

http://www.nativeenergy.com/travel.html
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MAINTAIN 

 USE THE RIGHT OIL. Extend engine life and improve fuel efficiency up to 2% by using the 
right recommended grade of motor oil during regular oil changes. Check your car’s 
owner’s manual. 
 

 CHANGE FILTERS. Replacing dirty filters improves gas mileage (on older vehicles) and 
prevents engine damage. 
 

 INFLATE TIRES. Keeping tires properly inflated can increase efficiency by 3.3%. The 
proper tire pressure (PSI) level is noted in the vehicle’s owner’s manual and can 
sometimes also be found inside the driver’s side door. Service stations can assist you by 
checking the pressure with a tire gauge. 
 

 TUNE UP. Getting a tune‐up on your car can increase gas mileage by 4%. 
 

 OVERALL. Fixing a serious maintenance problem, such as a faulty oxygen sensor, can 
improve your mileage by as much as 40%. 

 

PERFORM 

 SPEEDING COSTS. Fuel economy usually decreases rapidly at higher speeds. Every 5 mph 
over 50 mph costs an extra 25 cents per gallon in gas. 
 

 STEADY IT UP. Maintaining a steady speed in town and on the highway improves fuel 
economy and makes roads safer.  
 

 JACKRABBITS LOSE. Avoid quick starts and stops to conserve gas and maximize brake life. 
 

 AVOID IDLING. Turn your engine off if you’re waiting 30 seconds or more (except at 
stoplights) to conserve gas and reduce air pollution. Idling can use a quarter to a half 
gallon of fuel per hour, so sitting in drive‐through lines and in Park adds up. Ten seconds 
of idling uses more fuel than restarting an engine. 
 

 DRIVE WITH THE WIND. Added air drag on your car can cut fuel efficiency by 5%. Unload 
racks and carriers when not in use for better mileage. Close windows when traveling 
above 40 mph to reduce drag on your vehicle. 
 

 MODERATE AC. Use your AC sparingly to save 5 to 25% on gas mileage. 
 

 

Savings that make a difference. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Glossary of Terms - ORPC 2013 Playbook

anti-lock braking system (ABS): Prevents any of the wheels from locking during hard braking

arterials: High-capacity urban road, primarily designed to deliver traffic from collector roads to freeways

blind spot: An area over your left or right shoulder that is not visible in any mirror

center of gravity: The point around which the vehicle’s weight is evenly distributed

central vision: The portion of your field of vision which you can see clearly

changing zone: An unstable area either in front or behind your vehicle

closed zone: Space not open to you because of a restriction in your line-of-sight or intended path-of-travel

closure rate: The rate at which one vehicle closes the space between itself and another vehicle

contentious: An action or thing that is argumentative, combative, or troublesome

controlled brake: Smooth, consistent application of pressure to the brake pedal

controlled intersection: Intersection with signs or signals to assign right of way

covering the brake: Taking your foot off the accelerator and holding it over the brake pedal

curb cut: When a vehicle entering the road from a driveway, alley, or parking lot closes a cyclist’s path-of-travel

deductible: Amount an insurance policy holder agrees to pay toward vehicle repair or replacement

dooring: When a door of a parked car is opened into the path of a cyclist, causing a collision

drive line: The path a vehicle follows through a curve

following distance: The time or space between two vehicles traveling the same direction in the same lane

fringe vision: The area surrounding our central vision

gap: Space between two vehicles on a roadway

guide sign: Sign that gives directions, distance, services, point of interest, and other information

habit: An acquired pattern of behavior that often occurs automatically without thought

hand-over-hand steering: Pulling the steering wheel down with one hand while the other hand crosses over to 
pull the wheel further down

highway hypnosis: Drowsy or trance-like condition caused by concentration on the roadway ahead and 
monotony of driving (usually long distances)

hole: A space between traffic clusters

idle speed: The speed a car travels when in gear with no pressure applied to the brake or accelerator

implied consent: States that anyone who receives a driver license automatically consents to be tested for blood-
alcohol content and other drugs if stopped for suspicion of drug or alcohol use while driving



inching speed: Very slow movement of the vehicle – literally moving inch by inch

inertia: Newton’s 1st law of motion; the tendency of an object to resist changes in motion. An object in motion 
stays in motion at the same speed in the same direction until acted upon by another force. An object at rest stays 
at rest until acted upon by another force

intersection: Any place where two or more roadways meet or cross

left hook: When a vehicle causes a collision by turning left across the path of a vehicle traveling in the same direction

legal stop: Stop made at the stop line, crosswalk, implied crosswalk, or curb line, as required by law

light pressure: A slight amount of force applied to the brake or gas pedal

line-of-sight: Where you can see

modified mirror setting: Mirror settings that reduce glare from headlights and reduce the size and position of 
the right and left side blind spots

momentum: A measure of inertia; the amount of momentum an object has depends on how much stuff is moving, 
how fast the stuff is moving, and the direction the stuff is moving in (Momentum = Mass x Velocity) P=MxV

open zone: Space where you can drive without a restriction to your line-of-sight or path-of-travel

oversteer: When a vehicle turns more than dictated by steering input because of a rear-wheel skid

path-of-travel: Space that your vehicle will occupy as you travel on the roadway toward the target area

pedestrian safety zone: Any marked or unmarked crosswalk, sidewalk, or other walkway set aside for pedestrian use

peripheral vision: The far edges of vision in which we do not see clearly but can detect motion and light

pivot: To turn back and forth on a given point, such as the foot pivoting from brake to accelerator while the heel 
remains on the floor

pivot point: The inside-rear tire around which the vehicle pivots during backing turns

point of no return: Point beyond which a driver can no longer stop safely without entering an intersection

point of resistance: The point at which you can feel resistance, or pressure, against your foot when depressing 
the brake or accelerator pedal

premium: Specified amount of money paid to an insurance company for insurance coverage over a specified 
period of time

progressive acceleration: Firm accelerator pressure used to increase speed

protected left turn: Left turn made on a left-turn light, green arrow, or delayed green light while oncoming traffic 
is stopped

pull-push steering: A method of steering where your hands do not cross in front of the air bag

rear zone control: The ability to keep track of what is happening behind you

reference point: A point on the vehicle, viewed from the driver’s seat, that relates to some part of the roadway

regulatory sign: Regulates traffic movement; these are red, white, and/or black



residential streets: Located in a neighborhoods, they feature light traffic flow and may or may not be striped

right hook: When a vehicle causes a collision by turning right across the path of another vehicle traveling in the 
same direction

risk: Chance of injury, damage, or loss; risk is always present

safety stop: Stop made after making a legal stop as needed to overcome a line-of-sight blockage

“sand barrels”: Cars stopped behind your vehicle which reduce your risk of a high impact rear-end crash

situational awareness: Being aware of what is happening around you and how information, events, and actions 
will affect change

staggered stop: Stop 15 feet from the stop line

synergistic effect: Chemical interaction between two or more drugs, which may have an effect greater than 
either drug alone

target: An object that appears in the center of the intended path-of-travel as far ahead as one can see

target area: The area around the target

target path: The area leading to the target

threshold braking: Maximum braking pressure without locking the wheels or engaging the ABS

timing side zones: Creating open space by avoiding passing between two closed zones

tire footprint: The area of a tire that is actually in contact with the road

tracking: The ability to follow a consistent path within your lane

traction: Friction or gripping power between the tire and the roadway

trail braking: Slight decrease of braking pressure, which does not change speed but allows driver to maintain 
control and balance when stopping or turning

transition peg: A place on the car seen in relation to the target area that is used to determine the precise moment 
to make a change in steering, acceleration, or braking action when exiting a turn or curve

uncontrolled intersection: Intersection with no signs or signals to regulate traffic, including railroad crossings 
that do not have flashing red lights or crossing gates

understeer: When a vehicle turns less than dictated by steering input because of a front-wheel skid

unprotected left turn: Left turn made at a signal-controlled intersection without use of a special left-turn light

unstable: A closed zone condition that is becoming worse or has an added complication

vehicle footprint: The area around the vehicle that cannot be seen while sitting in the driver’s seat

velocitation: The illusion that you are a traveling at a speed much higher or lower than your actual speed, usually 
experienced just after a drastic change in road speed such as when exiting a highway into a neighborhood

warning sign: A sign that alerts you to possible hazards and road conditions; normally diamond shaped and 
yellow or orange in color

Zone Control: An organized method for managing the space around your vehicle
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Speed and Traction Scale
See Chapter 7 Lesson Plan for activity directions

50 mph

45 mph

40 mph

35 mph

30 mph

25 mph

20 mph

15 mph
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